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Abstract

This thesis focuses on the creation of a high-performance service operations organization.
As organizations increasingly compete on service quality, increased attention has been given
to measuring, tracking, and improving customer satisfaction. This thesis 1) provides a novel
framework for service quality improvement and 2) explores concepts in game theory, rela-
tional contracts, and incentive mechanism design that impact service quality in the modern
organization. The framework introduced in this thesis is comprised of four distinct steps.
In the first step, service quality is quantitatively measured and drivers of service quality are
determined both through qualitative methods and through statistical analysis on a customer-
by-customer basis. In the second step, key drivers of service quality are addressed through
process redesign and operational improvement. In the third step, the alignment of service
operations incentive mechanisms with employee behavior consistent with high service quality
is analyzed and considered in the context of building a high-performance service organiza-
tion. Finally, the role of organizational learning and the relational contracts that may help
to sustain a culture of experimentation, learning, and improvement are considered. These
concepts are applied to a host organization, Atlantic Energy, by way of case study through-
out this thesis; this acts to provide a concrete example of the application of these concepts
and shows an example of the effectiveness of the framework when compared to traditional
methods in service operations improvement.
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Thesis Supervisor: Georgia Perakis
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ment
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Problem Statement

As companies continue to increasingly compete on customer service, service operations be-

come more important from a quality standpoint. As service quality is increasingly seen as a

competitive advantage, rather than an operating expense, companies face increased pressure

to respond by determining the key drivers of customer satisfaction in their organization and

acting on such drivers to retain customers, increase revenue, and improve the company's per-

ception in an ever more transparent market. While manufacturing quality can be measured,

controlled, and improved in objective, tangible ways delineated by classical management

science, service quality is far more difficult to define, address, or link to the organization's

overall success.

As a result, this thesis aims to address the following problem: How does an organiza-

tion measure service quality, determine the parts of its operations that drive quality, and

ultimately improve quality in a meaningful and sustainable way? To this end, in this the-

sis we provide both a theory for and a case study in addressing and improving quality in

a service operations environment. Specifically, we define the problem scope to include the

measurement, analysis, and improvement of service operations in an organization from a

process-focused point of view, in which we define a service operations process a priori for

improvement, and then prescribe operational changes that address the results of such an

analysis. In doing so, we take an enterprise view of the organization, considering not only
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the mechanics of the operation or process in question, but the role of several stakeholders,

including customers, the employees the conduct the operations, and the managers for the

organization as well.

As an example of the motivating problem, we consider the company used in the case

study: Atlantic Energy.1 Atlantic energy is a strong-performing energy utility with signifi-

cant US operations. While it has historically focused on providing safe, reliable, affordable

energy to the millions of customers in its geographic footprint, it aims to increase its customer

satisfaction in measurable, quantitative terms both for its commitment to serving customers

and its desire to provide evidence of its service quality to regulatory bodies determining its

revenue streams through rate cases. In the energy utility industry, a company scoring in the

first quartile in customer satisfaction per JD Power 2 is given an allowed, regulated return

on equity that is 0.5 percentage points higher than than that of companies in the fourth

quartile.[12] In an industry with regulated assets that may be in the $10 billion to $100

billion range, this can lead to a $50 million to $500 million impact on shareholder value.

While the impact of exceptional- or poor- service on company value may be explicit in

this industry, examples abound of its importance in any organization with a significant focus

on serving the customer.

1.2 Prior Work in Service Quality Improvement

There have been many past works in service quality measurement and improvement that this

thesis builds on. Parasuraman [21] introduced many of the most influential concepts in ser-

vice quality measurement. Klaus and Maklan[16] expanded the traditional view of customer

satisfaction beyond the company-focused view, creating a measurement system that focused

on the customer's total end-to-end experience when considering customer satisfaction. While

Green [10] highlights the application of conjoint analysis and statistical regression in mea-

suring drivers of customer satisfaction, Jasrai [14] builds on conjoint analysis to consider the

role of multiple regression when looking at customer satisfaction and its potential drivers.

'Company name has been obfuscated in this thesis.
2 www.jdpower.com
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The MIT LGO thesis of Avijit Sen[25] investigated the application of lean principles when

designing new operational metrics for the service operations of a customer care center at

Dell, Inc. This thesis demonstrated the ways in which designing call center metrics that

focused on the ideas of value-added and non-value-added activities from Lean could better

align operations with customer desires.

Past work has also considered the nature of service quality drivers, in addition to their

measurement. Sivakumar [26] found that customer satisfaction can often be driven not only

by events, but the frequency, timing, and sequence of them as well, which expanded the view

of potential customer satisfaction drivers to include not only discrete events but measures

of how they occur as well. Julien [15] investigated the relationship between service quality

perception by customers and service quality perception by front-line employees, giving rise

to the idea of using feedback from both sources in this thesis. Devine et. al. [6] explored the

link between human psychology and service quality, an idea that is built on in this thesis.

This thesis also builds on many key past works in operations improvement, including

Lean Manufacturing (Womack and Jones [29]), High-Velocity Organizations (Spear [27]),

and Enterprise Architecting (Nightingale [20]). These works in particular have stressed

high-level, systems thinking when considering the operations of an organization, which is

paramount in the ideas introduced in this thesis. Finally, this thesis builds heavily on the

concepts of relational contracts, agency alignment, and incentives as developed in the past

by Gibbons and Henderson [8] and Holmstrom [13].

While past works provide a strong foundation for addressing the problem studied in this

thesis, this thesis will build off of many of these individual concepts in the creation of the

framework introduced in Figure 1-1. This framework summarizes the approach that will be

taken in this thesis, for which the focus will be on the improvement of service operations

processes by addressing the determination of service quality drivers, the improvement of

operations to address such drivers, and the redesign of company-employee relationships and

incentive mechanisms to ensure employee behavior- and organizational learning- consistent

with high-performance service operations.

14



1.3 Hypothesis and Overview of Thesis Framework

To address this problem, we proceed by introducing the thesis framework, depicted in Fig-

ure 1-1, and introduce the following hypothesis: we propose that the application of this

framework, as delineated in this thesis, provides a method for the improvement of service

operations quality. In walking through the application of the thesis framework, we further

propose to demonstrate the following:

1. Statistical analysis can be used to analyze and identify customer preferences and cus-

tomer satisfaction drivers in a service operations process. (Chapter 2)

2. Results of such a statistical analysis can be addressed through the application of ex-

isting methods in operations management. (Chapter 3)

3. Game theory and decision theory analysis can be used to predict agent behavior in the

consideration of principal-agent and incentives concerns in service quality improvement.

(Chapter 5)

4. The creation of a learning organization3 will rely on relational contracts, and in the

face of uncertainty or issues of credibility and clarity, insight can be derived from

autonomous agent theory in helping the organization to reach its goals. (Chapter 6)

4) Create a culture of
experimentation and learning

3) Align metrics and incentives with
process-improving behavior

2) Update process to reflect drivers of service quality
and cost

1) Determine drivers of service quality by linking process data to
customer feedback

Figure 1-1: Framework for process-focused service quality improvement

3 A learning organization will be defined in greater detail later, and draws from concepts in many opera-

tions management philosophies incInding Lean, High Velocity Organizations, and others
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To this end, the thesis will address these goals through derivation of the thesis com-

ponents, prediction of its components' results through theory and analysis, and ultimately,

application of the framework to an actual organization in the form of a case study.

The thesis framework, in its full application, consists of four parts that necessarily build

on each other to reach the organizational goal of service quality improvement. In the first

step, we measure the current performance of the organization's service quality (typically

through customer satisfaction feedback), collect data that explicitly links the service quality

data to the process in question (the target process), and analyze the relationship with sta-

tistical analysis to determine the key drivers of service quality from the target process. In

the second step, we use the analysis from the first step to address the specific areas in which

the target process can be improved to act on the key drivers, and then redesign the process

to address these opportunities. In the third step, we move beyond process improvements to

consider the role of the organization's customer service agents on service quality, addressing

issues of incentive design and principal-agent alignment within the organization. Finally,

once the process has been analyzed, key quality drivers have been determined and acted on,

and incentives have been aligned within the company, we aim to create and maintain a learn-

ing organization that iterates on these first three steps, in which employees and managers

design and run experiments to put existing thoughts about the physics of company-customer

interaction to the test, ultimately discovering the way- rather than designing the way- to an

improved organization. Each of these four steps is described in detail in this thesis.

Our hypothesis predicts that service quality in the organization is a function of three

internal variables: structural alignment of the process with quality drivers, alignment of

employee effort with quality drivers, and the magnitude of employee effort; if the four steps

in the framework are completed, we predict an increase in service quality as the steps address

these three variables, in turn, as shown in Figures 1-2 and 1-3. The first two steps act to

improve the process, which maximizes the effectiveness of employee effort, while the third

step shifts employee effort to be more in-line with the customer's perception of quality; these

three steps combined thus shift the state of the process to the pareto efficient frontier, as

depicted in Figure 1-2. However, once the efficient frontier has been reached, the fourth step-

the long-term improvement of the service operations through experimentation- continues to
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Output
Service
Quality Taking effort away from Shift in curve

process decreases short- represents new
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shift the frontier as discoveries lead to improved processes and customer service models.

While this requires a short-term decrease in output as shown in Figure 1-3, the effort that is

diverted to innovation and experimentation continues to shift the curve outward, as shown

in both Figure 1-2 and 1-3, leading to a continued high level of output.

1.4 Contributions and Structure of Thesis

This thesis proceeds by describing each of the four steps of the thesis framework in succession,

along with detailed examples in the form of case studies. In chapter two, the thesis begins

by considering the methods by which an organization can measure and analyze the impact

of service operations on customer satisfaction. In it, we define ways in which an organization

may use qualitative analysis through customer and employee interviews, and quantitative

analysis through linear regression or logistic regression to determine what impact various

aspects, performance indices, or subprocesses of a target process can have on customer

satisfaction for the organization. Here, we draw from concepts in marketing theory and

operations research to develop simple methods for studying these links with an ultimate

focus not on rigorous prediction, but rather managerial intuition.

From here, we proceed into chapter three, in which we progress to the second step of the
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thesis framework and the results from chapter two are used to drive the focus of operational

improvement efforts. After opening with a brief discussion of current philosophies in oper-

ations management, the chapter addresses the application of such methods to address the

gaps in quality performance identified by the analysis from the first step of the framework.

This is followed by chapter four, in which the first two steps of the framework are applied

to Atlantic Energy in the form of a case study. This chapter traces the improvement of

service quality in the account initiation process at Atlantic through customer and employee

interviews, statistical analysis of customer satisfaction surveys linked to process performance

data, and several resulting operational improvement efforts to address the resulting insights

gained from such analysis.

In chapter five, we proceed to the third step of the framework: the alignment of agent

behavior with service quality through metrics and incentives. In particular, we consider the

trade-off between cost and quality in operations at organizations like Atlantic and, after

already addressing process-related improvements to quality in the second step, we consider

ways to align agent behavior with actions that optimize the cost-quality balance. To do this,

we build on concepts from game theory and decision theory analysis to develop an agent

decision model, and then use the model to explore common issues with metric and incentive

systems in service operations with the aim of gaining insight into ways to improve incentive

mechanisms.

In chapter six, we progress to the final step of the framework, in which we consider

organizational issues at play that either help or prevent an organization from successfully

iterating on the first three steps via use of the scientific method to learn more effective ways

of delivering high-quality service. Drawing again from economic game theory, we consider

the role of relational contracts in sustaining a learning organization, and model the problem

to consider if such a relationship may be sustained given the uncertainty and possibility of an

experiment failing. We finally use the intuition from this analysis to consider the application

of such ideas to an organization.

In chapter seven, we apply the ideas of the third and fourth steps of the framework to

Atlantic Energy once again, considering the ways in which one might think about and address

incentive misalignments at all levels of the organization in driving high-quality service, and
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improving on operations iteratively through experimentation. This is followed by the final

chapter, the thesis conclusion.

This thesis offers a novel approach to service quality improvement that incorporates

widespread data collection and statistical analysis, systems-level operational improvement,

and elements of relational contracts and game theory in solving the agency and incentives

problems that are often overlooked when measuring and improving customer satisfaction.

Throughout the description of the framework's components, this thesis aims to provide

insight into many novel concepts in the management of high-performance service operations.
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Chapter 2

Measuring and Improving Service

Quality

Qualitative and statistical analysis of process and customer sat-

isfaction data to identify key service quality drivers

Create a culture of
experimentation and learning

Align metrics and incentives with process-
improving behavior

Update process to reflect drivers of service quality and
cost

ie drivers of service quality by linking process data to
D i r customer feedback

Figure 2-1: Step 1 of the thesis framework

This chapter outlines the first step of the thesis framework, in which the organization

determines aspects of the targeted processes that drive service quality as perceived by cus-

tomers. This process, in itself, is comprised of four steps, which we will describe for the

remainder of this chapter; these steps are as follows:

1. Define an appropriate measurement of service quality.

2. Develop a hypothesis for drivers of service quality via qualitative methods.
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3. Collect data that explicitly links customer satisfaction responses and process data to

test hypothesis.

4. Use statistical analysis to determine the most important drivers of customer satisfaction

in preparation of the framework's second step.

Within this process, service quality drivers are measured three separate ways: qualita-

tively through customer feedback, qualitatively through employee feedback, and quantita-

tively through statistical analysis. All three methods are delineated in this chapter and

described with an example in the first case study.

2.1 Defining an Appropriate Measurement of Service

Quality

Any discussion on the improvement of service quality- or any other performance factor- nec-

essarily begins with an appropriate measurement from which performance and improvement

can be based. While most service organizations will have a measure of customer satisfaction

in place- which will often be difficult to change in the short run- we open with a brief dis-

cussion of the measurement of service quality. Once an explicit, quantitative measurement

of service quality exists, the organization is prepared to use the measure for identifying and

acting on the drivers of that measure.

One of the primary differences between service operations and manufacturing operations

is that in manufacturing operations, customers judge quality based on the output product of

the operation, whereas in service operations, customers witness the entire process and per-

ceive quality based on both the process and the output. Such considerations are contrasted

in Table 6.1.

These factors make quality measurement more difficult and subjective in service opera-

tions; however, one accepted practice is the use of customer satisfaction metrics as a measure-

ment of service quality. Past research in this area stems from Parasuraman et. al. [21] In this

paper, the authors explore the notion of service quality as defined by the difference between

customer perception and expectation, based on their past research; in the ideal case, we
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Characteristic Manufacturing Operations Service Operations

Customer percep- Judged based on performance Perceived based on experience

tion of quality
Typical measures Hard measures (e.g. tolerances) Soft measures (e.g. customer feed-

back)

Customer experi- Based on product output Based on both output and process

ence

Table 2.1: Comparison of quality measurement in manufacturing and service operations

would describe service quality the same way. Using this measurement, the authors created

customer surveys on an ordinal, 7-point scale to measure independently both the customer's

perception and expectation of an organization's services (e.g. "How well did the company

do X?" and "How well should the company have done X?" with slightly different wordings).

This approach avoids over-delivery on service items that customers view as secondary and

identifies company underperformance on key issues as well. The authors found that the

aggregate difference between perception and expectation amongst several service dimensions

was an accurate predictor of the customer's overall satisfaction with the company, including

the likelihood to be a repeat customer or to recommend the company to a friend.

Often, a customer satisfaction system is already in place prior to an improvement effort,

even if it is less than ideal. Thus, the focus of the thesis framework is on the use of a given

service quality metric to improve a targeted process rather than the design of a service quality

measurement; that is, the focus here is on process improvement rather than measurement

improvement. For this reason, this step assumes that a reasonable metric can be used

based on existing customer satisfaction data, or quickly built to obtain both qualitative

and quantitative customer feedback regarding an organization's operations; in addition, we

further assume that such a metric can be tied to individual customer accounts to support the

more advanced techniques developed in this chapter. In some cases, improving the metric

itself will be meaningful due to its signal to customers, regulators, and other stakeholders;

this includes JD Power scores and University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment scores in

many industries. In these instances, it is most helpful to develop an internal measure that

accurately tracks the dynamics of the external score in question and then use the internal

measure in the steps outlined in the rest of this chapter. In other cases, the goal may be
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the improved business and customer attitude that customer satisfaction scores are meant

to represent. While measurement design makes up another branch of research entirely,

this thesis now progresses on the assumption that the organization has a measurement of

customer satisfaction installed that will serve as a proxy to service quality, and that process

improvements that increase such a metric are desirable.

2.2 Qualitative Determination of Customer Satisfac-

tion Drivers and Development of a Quality/Process

Data Set

Before completing any statistical analysis to identify service quality drivers, it is important

to know which drivers to test with quantitative data. To do this, we first collect feedback

from two important stakeholders in the organization's service operations: the customers

and the company employees who interact with them. Hence, both groups are surveyed to

gather insight into the main drivers of customer satisfaction, which is then used to develop

an initial hypothesis of the drivers that the second step of the thesis framework (operational

improvement, Chapter 3) should address to increase customer satisfaction.

Although there are many ways to accomplish this step, several methods are used in the

case study presented in this thesis. First, customer service representatives within the actual

organization are interviewed individually or in focus groups to determine their perception of

the issues customers care the most about and the parts of the current processes which might

be broken. At the same time, any customer comments available from customer surveys are

read and sorted to develop an intuition of the dynamics at play in customer perception of

quality. In the case study, customer comments were used to sort the reasons for dissatisfaction

(defined as a score of 1-7 on 10 point scale). This grouping allows the data to be used to

construct a Pareto chart, as shown in Figure 4-3, which helps to identify some of the most

common causes for customer dissatisfaction. After quality drivers have been assessed through

both customer and employee feedback, we can then develop a hypothesis regarding the main

drivers of service quality from the results.
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Once we have developed a hypothesis for the primary drivers of service quality, we then

create a data set explicitly linking service quality measurements (e.g. customer satisfaction

scores, or CSAT) to the quality drivers making up the hypothesis. One crucial concept

presented in this thesis is that, while many organizations look at average customer satisfac-

tion scores on a monthly or quarterly basis for comparison to average process performance

metrics on the same time scale, such a method does not create a meaningful comparison

between customer satisfaction and the processes in question. Instead of looking at data in

an averaged sense, we propose creating a data set that explicitly links customer satisfaction

scores to process measures that each particular customer actually experienced on a customer-

by-customer basis. For example, suppose that the qualitative assessment from employee and

customer feedback indicated twenty potential drivers of service quality including cycle times,

numbers of interactions, employee errors, and different paths through the process. Then for

the time period in question, process metrics for each of the twenty drivers (including the

actual cycle times, binary variables indicating paths through the process, etc) should be

collected for every customer account for which the company has customer satisfaction data.

This creates a data set for which the variation in customer satisfaction scores can be seen

based on the unique experience of each customer, which is much more meaningful when look-

ing for relationships than monthly trends that combine hundreds or thousands of customers

together.

Process Data Linked by Customer ID < CSAT Scores

2.3 Analytical Determination of Customer Satisfaction

Drivers

Once we have created a data set explicitly linking service quality measurements (e.g. cus-

tomer satisfaction scores) to process performance metrics quantifying customer experiences,

the primary drivers of customer service are ready to be identified through statistical analysis.

The goal is not to develop an accurate, quantitative model for prediction of customer sat-

isfaction scores, but rather to develop a qualitative understanding of the primary drivers of
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service quality; this, in turn, enables managers to design processes and incentive mechanisms

aligned with behavior consistent with customer satisfaction without requiring a rigorous, ex-

pensive set of experiments to develop a true predictive model.

This section describes two methods for identifying service quality drivers. The first

method assumes an ordinal service quality measurement, such as a customer satisfaction

score on a scale of one to ten. The second assumes a categorical service quality measure,

such as individually labeling a customer as a promoter or detractor. Both methods may be

applied to the same data set, allowing for a more robust determination of service quality

drivers.

Type of CSAT Score Regression Type

Ordinal (e.g. scale of 1-10) Linear regression (potentially with

log transform to find elasticities)

Categorical (e.g. promoter vs detrac- Logistic regression

tor)

2.3.1 Quantitative analysis using ordinal service quality measures

One method for deriving customer preferences from the data set collected above is taken

from conjoint analysis as developed by the field of marketing analytics. This technique

can be traced back to the seminal 1964 paper by the mathematical psychologists Luce and

Tukey[19], and is further described and introduced to the marketing community by Green

and Srivinasan's 1978 paper.[10] In its simplest form, this method consists of measuring

consumer preference between alternatives, for example by survey or interview, and then

performing regression of the variable measuring preference on the independent variables in

question, such as features of a product or service. This regression indicates the impact of

alternative choices on the customer's overall preference, which can be used to provide the

customer with better offerings.

Here, we apply the same idea to service quality by treating the many customer experi-

ences captured in our process/CSAT data set from before as data points revealing consumer

preferences over many alternative customer experiences. Thus, by treating customer satisfac-

tion as the measure of consumer preference, we can use the CSAT score from each customer
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as the independent variable in a regression on the process metrics linked to each customer

account, which provide the alternatives that potentially make up the key quality drivers.

The result is a much sharper insight into the true drivers of service quality compared to the

more common approach of looking at monthly averages over all customers; this advantage

is the primary justification for the effort needed to link service quality data to the customer

experience on a customer-by-customer basis.

Given an ordinal measurement of service quality, such as numeric customer satisfaction

scores, the most straightforward method for identifying drivers of customer satisfaction is

linear regression. Although more complicated methods in data mining and machine learning

exist, we proceed with linear regression for the following reasons:

" Limited need for prediction: Because qualitative insight into drivers is more impor-

tant than predictive capability for the future steps in service quality improvement,

correlation is acceptable in place of complex quantitative models.

" Ease of execution: Linear regression is simply computed using a number of common

productivity packages.

" Intuitive simplicity: Linear regression is widely recognized and easily understood at

an intuitive level, increasing the likelihood of managerial buy-in when using results to

justify future improvement efforts to other stakeholders.

However, two important limitations of regression analysis in this case must be recognized

to avoid misuse of the results. First, the analysis presented in this section involves the

consideration of multiple predictive variables, creating the potential for issues with colinearity

if multiple regression is used. Although the method presented here uses a single variable

regression on each process metric, the interpretation of such results must still be tempered

with intuition and judgment in the case of one or more process variables being correlated

with each other. The second is that such an analysis makes no claim of identifying causation,

and indeed is entirely unable to do so; however, given the goal of such an analysis- namely

insight rather than experiment- this limitation is justified given the tradeoff in speed and

efficiency of the analysis. As stated before, however, the insight from such an analysis is

sufficient to progress to the future steps of the framework.
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To begin, we assume a data set of N data points explicitly linking customer service

scores to a set of M process measures on a customer-by-customer basis; as before, the process

measures consist of both numerical and categorical values. Let y be the customer satisfaction

scores, xij be the numerical measures of process performance, and Wik be the categorical

measures of process performance for i = [1, N], j = [1, Mumeric], k = [1, Mcategoric]. A

single-variable regression analysis is then carried out for each xij for [j =1, Mnumeric] and

Wik for k = [1, Mcategoric]. The analysis for each type of variable is described below.

Regression analysis with numerical dependent variables

For each j = [1, Mnumeric], a linear regression is carried out on a logarithmic transforma-

tion' of both the regressor xij and the regressand yi. In this case, the coefficients from the

regression analysis will represent elasticities between the dependent and independent vari-

ables, representing the percent change in the dependent variable corresponding to a percent

change in the independent variable; this will allow for a more meaningful comparison of the

regression coefficients when picking out the most important drivers later in the analysis.

Using classical regression theory, the Conditional Expectation Function (CEF) of the

output (i.e. service quality score) given a single input is (for each j):

In (E [yilxij]) = oj + /3 In (xij)

For a given set of points y , xij, the estimated parameters fj and dj are: [28]

> (ln(xij) - ln(zt,3 )) (ln(yi) - ln(gi))

j ~~~ (ln(xij) - I(tj)

and

d= ln(j) - 73 ln(Gij)

where ftg and 9i are the arithmetic means of xij and yi, respectively.

By itself, the coefficients /3 provide a measure of the influence of the factor xj on the

'Here, we use a logarithmic transformation as the ordinal regressors may have different scales, and hence

elasticities derived from the log transform make results easier to compare across factors
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service quality score y by providing a measure of the elasticity of quality score with respect

to an individual factor; the interpretation is that, if f3 were equal to 0.1 for example, a 1%

increase in the factor measured by xj would be associated with a 10% increase in quality

score. Similarly, if /3 were instead -0.1, a 1% increase in xj would be associated with a 10%

decrease in quality score.

Although this coefficient shows correlation, two important points must be made. First,

a large coefficient by itself does not show causation, nor does it rule out both factors being

correlated with a third factor that has greater significance in the actual operational envi-

ronment. Second, a large coefficient does not rule out the fact that many other factors will

also impact quality score; indeed, it is expected that many factors will impact customer

satisfaction, and many of them will show up in the regression analysis. Finally, a nonzero

coefficient does not rule out the possibility that the factor being considered actually has little

impact on customer satisfaction; to consider this, a second factor is considered along with

the regression coefficients: the t-statistic for each factor's coefficient.

To consider if a nonzero coefficient of elasticity is actually meaningful, we test the null

hypothesis in which the actual coefficient should be zero. To do this, we first calculate the

t-statistic for factor xj by:

SE(bj)

where SE(bj) is the standard error of coefficient bj. Using the t-distribution, we find the

2-sided p-value such that p = Pr(q* = Olix, yj); that is, the probability that the true

correlation for the entire population #7 is actually zero. The way the t-statistic is used in

our assessment is described below, and shown in Figure 2-2.

Regression analysis with categorical dependent variables

Because many of the factors of interest will be binary (e.g. yes or no) rather than numerical,

the logarithmic transformation is not always appropriate; instead, categorical factors can

be considered using linear regression. In this case, consider the set of categorical factors

j = [1, Mcategoric]; to provide a statistical analysis of these factors through regression, the

categorical process measurements Wik are codified with dummy variables Zik such that 0 and
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1 are used in place of the binary categories. For example, to study the impact of contacting

a customer, one could codify a customer being contacted as "1" and a customer not being

contacted as "0"; the regression coefficient will then provide the expected increase in quality

score when a customer is contacted rather than not contacted.

The CEF for a single input j is now:

(E [yjIxij]) = oz + 3jxij

For a given set of points yi, xij, the estimated parameters fj and cj are:[28]

S(Xij - -zij) (yi - Yi)

and

where ii and pi are the arithmetic means of xij and yi, respectively.

2.3.2 Using the results of the regression analysis

Once the t-statistic for each factor has been calculated along with the regression coefficients

or elasticity coefficients, the two are used together to identify the factors that potentially

have the most meaningful impact on customer satisfaction and hence are worth the most

consideration; this process is depicted by Figure 2-2. If a factor has both a high coefficient

and a high t-statistic (accordingly, low p-value), this means it is highly likely the factor either

has a meaningful impact on customer satisfaction, or is reflecting another factor that does,

and hence should be considered first in the follow-up work described later in this thesis.

If a factor has a high t-statistic, but also a low coefficient, it means that it is likely that

the factor is correlated with quality score, but may have less of an impact compared to

the factors with higher coefficients, and should be prioritized behind them when considering

operational changes. If a factor has a high coefficient but also a low t-statistic (high p-value),

this means it is possible that the factor has a large impact, but the data was so scattered
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when considering this factor that it is inconclusive; this factor should be prioritized third,

and should be addressed by collecting additional data before considering any operational

changes. Finally, factors that have both a small coefficient and a small t-statistic indicate

factors that are unlikely to be correlated with or have an impact on customer satisfaction.

Although these should be ignored when considering operational changes, these factors may

also be long assumed by managers within the organization to impact customer satisfaction,

requiring further attention through additional data to make the important case for being

able to shift the focus away from such factors.

High

0-

Low
Low T-Statistic High

(Absolute Value)

Figure 2-2: 2x2 matrix showing how to interpret different drivers based on the results of the

statistical analysis

2.4 Conclusion

By the end of the first step of the thesis framework, we will have developed the metric

that will be used to judge service quality2 , investigated the drivers of service quality in

the target process through customer surveys, employee interviews, and statistical analysis,

and identified the primary drivers of service quality for which we would like to update the

target process to address. At this point, we are ready to proceed to the second step of the

2As will be demonstrated by concrete example in the case study in Chapter 4
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framework: the actual process improvement to address the primary drivers of quality. While

this first step is valuable in guiding process improvement, the next chapter will describe why

improvement will be an iterative process requiring experimentation- and hence, why this

first step will become a routine rather than a one-time exercise for organizations that want

to drive service quality significantly higher.
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Chapter 3

Updating Process to Reflect Drivers

of Service Quality and Cost

Create a culture of
experimentation and learning

Align metrics and incentives with process-
improving behavior

Update process to reflect drivers of service quality and
cost

Determine drivers of service quality by linking process data to
customer feedback

Figure 3-1: Step 2 of the thesis framework

Once service quality has been reliably measured and the drivers of service quality within

the processes of question have been identified in the first step of the thesis framework, we are

ready to progress to the second step: the process changes designed to address and act on the

identified quality drivers. In this chapter, we first briefly cover some of the philosophies of

operations management that provide a foundation for this step. Building on these past ideas,

we introduce a few additional concepts to support this step, and finally close with a brief

discussion on the role of operating cost within the largely quality-focused thesis framework.

While the concepts in this chapter are general, they are best explained by example via case

study in the following chapter (Chapter 4).
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3.1 Existing Tools in Operations Excellence

The strategy for accomplishing the second step of the thesis framework takes root in several

existing philosophies for driving operational excellence. Before tracing the methodology used

in this thesis, we begin with a brief description of this past work.

3.1.1 Lean Thinking

Lean manufacturing is a socio-technical operations philosophy largely derived from the Toy-

ota Production System in the early 1990's [29]; its primary tenets include the elimination

of waste, or muda, from an organization through the removal of activities that do not add

value, as well as a respect for all stakeholders involved in the organization to ensure the

success of the improvement efforts in the organizational realm. In Lean Thinking, Womack

and Jones lay out the following five lean principles for achieving operational excellence:

1. Specify Value: In lean manufacturing, value is defined as the products and services

a customer ultimately wants; while there may be many customers to consider in a

modern organization with several stakeholders, it is still the case that value is created

by an organization when a customer wants it. Specifying value then allows one to

distinguish between activities that add value and those that do not, allowing for an

efficient use of resources leading to direct value creation for the customer.

In service operations, value will be defined by the needs of the customer; thus, the

first step of the thesis framework, the identification of service quality drivers, helps to

define value, allowing for the process redesign to focus on activities that drive customer

satisfaction. While many examples in service operations, such as that of Atlantic

Energy in the case study, require necessary, non-value added activities required by

regulation or true company needs, the same tools may be applied to determine the

most efficient way to fulfill the needs of all stakeholders, including the company.

2. Identify Value Stream: The second principle involves tracing the entire process in which

value is created and delivered to the customer to classify all of the activities into three

categories: activities that add value, activities that do not add value, but are required
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based on current technology or policy, and activities that do not add value and are

unnecessary; Womack and Jones classify the last two activities as "Type 1 muda"

(activities that do not add value, but are necessary) and "Type 2 muda" (activities

that do not add value and are unnecessary). Thus, by tracing a process and looking

for sources of waste, one can improve the operation's efficiency in delivering value to

its customers by limiting Type 1 muda and eliminating Type 2 muda.

3. Flow: Once non-value added activities have been reduced or eliminated, the third lean

principle involves linking the value-added activities together to achieve flow, or the

continuous movement of material, information, or people through the process. Ideally,

a process will achieve single piece flow, in which one item is worked on at a time in each

part of the process at the rate needed to meet customer demand, oftentimes through

the use of production cells that group all resources needed for a single piece together.

In service operations, achieving flow means looking beyond the obvious boundary of

the process to consider the customer's actions offline as well. When customers leave

the process and require work offline, or customers are pulled into subprocesses in which

their information waits to be processed within the organization, flow is disrupted in the

process; therefore, there will be a strong relationship between achieving first contact

resolution (FCR) and achieving flow in service operations.

4. Pull: The fourth lean principle, pull, indicates that production should be triggered

by customer demand rather than a pre-set production schedule; when combined with

flow, this creates a process with limited inventory, easy identification of errors, and

less waste. In service operations, pull is typically achieved when customers trigger the

process by requesting service, and thus inherent to the operation.

5. Perfection: The final lean principle is the continuous pursuit of perfection. As organi-

zations employ the first four lean principles to improve the organization, they uncover

further opportunities for improvement, creating a cycle of continuous improvement

that persists over time, rather than consisting of an ephemeral event. This principle

requires an organizational mindset that continues to use data and pursue improvement,
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and very much coincides with the next paradigm summarized here, "High Velocity Op-

erations".

3.1.2 High Velocity Organization

In the book High Velocity Edge [27], Spear describes a "High Velocity Organization" as one

that outpaces competition through both a structure that enables the highly complex systems

of the organization to perform at a high level and a focus on discovery and experimentation

that continuously enables it to improve; in this case, the role of a manager is not to merely

make decisions, but to discover, learn, and facilitate the same behavior in others. Thus,

according to Spear, an organization will "Discover- not think- its way to good design."

This system, largely based on the author's work in studying the Toyota Production System,

defines four capabilities that enable a High Velocity Organization to succeed:

1. Specifying design to capture existing knowledge and building in tests to reveal problems:

High Velocity Organizations always begin with work that is both highly specified to

capture the current best practices known by the organization and designed to reveal

problems with the process. By designing work in this way, it becomes easier to root out

errors and improve the organization so that it is always becoming more competitive.

This is accomplished by first defining the output of the system clearly (similar to value

definition in lean manufacturing), defining the pathways by which work moves through

the system to become output (similar to identifying the value chain), defining the

connections that trigger when and how work moves from one step to the next, and

finally defining the work methods used at each step. This method is very much aligned

with lean philosophy, with an emphasis on achieving flow to make issues in the system

are clearly obvious to all involved so that they can be addressed immediately.

2. Swarming and solving problems to build new knowledge: While many organizations try

to design a perfect process the first time, it is impossible to do so in reality, meaning

that high-performing systems will require many iterations to achieve. As problems

inevitably arise in the process, a High Velocity Organization responds by investigating

the errors, diagnosing the underlying problems, designing a countermeasure to solve
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the problem, testing the countermeasure in the actual process, and then observing

the results to feed back into the next iteration of this process. Thus, improvement

progresses by the scientific method, in which hypotheses are made before the change is

introduced, an experiment is run to verify or refute the hypothesis, and the outcome

of the experiment- whether it verifies or refutes the original hypothesis that led to the

change- is incorporated into the organization's best knowledge of the system. While

many organizations will work around problems or assume that they are not systematic,

a High Velocity Organization attacks all problems on the assumption that they will

occur again if not designed against.

3. Sharing new knowledge throughout the organization: As experiments are run and re-

sults are recorded, the next capability demands that the knowledge earned through

experimentation is dispersed effectively throughout the organization so that all deci-

sions and organizational designs are based off of the best information available to the

organization. This capability, however, requires that not only are results shared, but

the processes by which the results were obtained are as well to create a company that

can problem solve, experiment, and learn at every level of the organization- not just

amongst change managers.

4. Leading by developing the first three capabilities in others: Finally, the fourth capabil-

ity requires teaching others in the organization to execute on the first three capabil-

ities. By enabling the entire organization to design processes, problem solve through

experimentation, and disseminate both the procedures and results to the rest of the

organization, the entire company develops a strong capability in managing complex op-

erations and avoids becoming capacity constrained on discovery when managers with

these capabilities run out of available work hours to do more.

Many of these concepts are directly applicable to improving a service operations organi-

zation after the drivers of customer satisfaction have been identified in the first step of the

framework. When addressing drivers of service quality such as errors or other behavior that

frustrate customers, feedback loops will be built into the process as seamlessly as possible

to provide feedback on where problems may be occurring. Experimentation is especially
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applicable after the first step; once both a clearly defined metric for customer satisfaction

and a method for extracting information from it as described in the previous chapter are

developed, it can be used iteratively as process changes are designed to address the quality

drivers and experiments are run to verify the impact of the changes through a new set of

customer satisfaction measurements. Therefore, the first two steps of the framework must

occur continuously and iteratively in a truly outstanding service organization.

At the same time, the last two capabilities of a High Velocity Organization are equally im-

portant in developing an organization that successfully builds expertise over time and fosters

an environment in which all levels of the organization can contribute to the improvement.

Although this effort depends on the role of several stakeholders and encompasses cultural and

political issues within an organization, addressing such issues is needed to ensure long-term

success; these issues are addressed in the last two steps of the thesis framework.

3.1.3 Other related works in service quality

One final work of note for this thesis is the thesis of Avijit Sen of MIT LGO, 2009.[25]

As part of a six-month research study at the customer contact center of Dell, Inc., Sen

worked with the company to achieve a simultaneous improvement in service quality and

cost competitiveness in customer service operations through metric redesign. By applying

lean principles to his analysis of Dell's existing metrics, Sen developed a new set of metrics

aimed at eliminating muda in the company's service operations and improving the tracking

of service for each customer. Such concepts are both relevant and useful in this study, and

have thus influenced the analysis of Atlantic Energy's service operations in the case study.

One primary difference, however, is the focus of each study: while Sen focused on improving

the call center metrics for the entire organization, this thesis focuses on the improvement of a

specified process guided by customer satisfaction scores and existing contact center metrics,

placing the emphasis on process improvement rather than measurement improvement. While

the two approaches differ, both are equally important and even supporting of each other,

and both should be considered in an organization.
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3.2 Developing Operational Changes for Improved Ser-

vice Quality

Drawing from past philosophies of operations management, we now create a few simple ideas

to execute the second step of the thesis framework: the redesigning of processes in support

of the drivers of high quality operations determined in the first step of the framework. It is

important to note that every effort to align operations with customer perception of quality

will be unique and necessarily tailored to the particular drivers uncovered; however, in this

section, a few general concepts are given for accomplishing this step.

3.2.1 Defining and addressing value from drivers of service quality

Many of the existing philosophies for operations management begin with the idea of value

or outputs, explicitly defining what the stakeholders involved in a process need to get out of

the process in the first place. In this framework, process improvement begins much the same

way, particularly with the first step of the framework in which drivers of quality according

to customer perception are determined both qualitatively and quantitatively. At the same

time, the organization must include the needed outputs from internal stakeholders as well;

although these outputs may be classified as "non-value added activities" according to lean

philosophy, it is useful to consider the minimum output that the process must produce.

As stated before, process redesign is necessarily a more ambiguous step than the specifica-

tion of value, and hence will be highly dependent on iterative experimentation, as described

by the High Velocity Organization philosophy; however, here we include a few concepts for

beginning the redesign process based on a few non-comprehensive categories into which pos-

sible drivers of customer satisfaction fall: the elimination of undesirable steps or factors, the

increased impact of desirable factors, and the decrease of critical cycle times.

1. Elimination of undesirable steps or factors: Many activities can potentially fall into this

category, including frustrating subprocesses or requests of customers, error and rework,

undesirable behavior from customer service representatives, unsatisfactory output, and

many others as well. Those activities that can be eliminated should clearly be addressed
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first. In other cases, such steps may be unavoidable, but potentially experienced by

more customers than needed. In this situation, the process should, at a minimum,

minimize the number of customers who experience undesirable parts of the process, as

described by the funnel concept below.

2. Increasing the impact of desirable factors: When an analysis of quality drivers indicates

that customers desire more of a certain factor, the obvious response is to determine

the cost of providing more of that factor and then provide it if the cost-benefit balance

is reasonable. In practice, however, it is important to change the process in small

increments and collect more data after the process has been changed- oftentimes, the

driver will offer diminishing returns, making it important to only expend resources on

the factor while it is still impactful to do so.

3. Reducing critical cycle times: While most forms of waiting will decrease customer sat-

isfaction, analysis reveals that some waiting times matter more than others. For those

that matter most, two options exist depending on whether any customer segmentation

is significant for the wait time in question. For cases in which a cycle time impacts one

customer segment more than another, a priority queue may be appropriate if 1) the

customers can be easily divided, and 2) no more than 25-30% of customers fall into

the priority segment. In cases for which a reduced cycle time will increase customer

satisfaction for all customers, one solution, if the process has already been trimmed

of muda, is to add a capacity buffer at the step in question and eliminate batching in

favor of single-customer flow. While adding a capacity buffer to reduce utilization may

seem to contradict lean principles, it is a powerful tool in cases for which the reduction

of customer wait time at a particular point is strategically superior to cost reduction;

in many cases, the extra labor cost to increase slack capacity is small compared to the

benefit of the cycle time reduction in question.

3.2.2 Reducing waste via the "funnel" concept

One common idea throughout this chapter has been the notion of reducing a process to

the activities that actually create a desired output. In manufacturing operations, standard
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work is often defined and typically only one primary path exists to move material through

the process. However, in service operations, standard work is nearly impossible as the item

moving through the process is a person (or information about a person); thus, variation is

not only expected, but likely to be -high. As a result, service operations generally involve

many possible paths or processes that a customer might experience to resolve the customer's

issue or accomplish the desired output. In most cases, some of the possible paths will be

more efficient, or perceived as higher quality (higher customer satisfaction) than others. To

address this fact in process redesign, we introduce the concept of the funnel.

The funnel is presented in a generic form in Figure 3-2. The top of the funnel represents

the point at which all customers enter the process in question for the first time. Customers

who proceed all the way through the funnel are said to have completed the process on the

"ideal path," or the path which most efficiently achieves the required output; this path will

have the highest ratio of value-added activities to all activities. Customers along the ideal

path are typically more satisfied and spend less time in the process. At some points in the

process, however, customers are funneled off of the ideal path into other subprocesses where

additional steps not required on the ideal path are taken; as a result, not all customers who

enter the process complete it by the most efficient path possible. In addition to policies

and defined subprocesses that funnel customers off of the ideal path, mistakes at any part

of the process often funnel customers out as well. Once off the ideal path, customers are

much more likely to experience rework, extra iterations in the process, extra steps, and

other inefficiencies that the lower customer satisfaction and increase operating expense. An

example of the funnel put to use is shown during the first case study in Chapter 4.

Therefore, one strategy for improving service operations is to identify the points in which

customers are funneled off the ideal path and to then close off the leaks to reduce the

number of customers being diverted, with more effort placed on closing off leaks to steps

that customers have identified as particularly frustrating. This practice can take many forms;

for example, policies that unnecessarily take customers off the ideal path can be changed,

such as a policy that requires all customers to fill out a form with additional information

when the information may only be required from a subset of customers. In other cases,

the extra steps may be beneficial for the organization when imposed on all customers, but
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Figure 3-2: The funnel, by which customers are potentially diverted off the efficient path at

different points of the process

perhaps more effective on certain segments compared to others, in which case the process

can be more selective about the segments it takes off the ideal path. Many times, however,

customers fall off the ideal path due to errors; by using the concepts from Spear, however,

built-in inspection can help identify the points in the process that lose the most customers

due to errors, and countermeasures can be designed, tested, and redesigned through iteration

to help repair leaks in the funnel.

3.2.3 Improvement and learning through experimentation

Finally, the first two steps of the thesis framework- the identification of service quality

drivers through measurement and analysis and the improvement of the process to act on

these drivers- will almost certainly be most effective when iteration on the two steps is pos-

sible, as described by Spear's second capability of a High Velocity Organization. While the

measurement and analysis of quality drivers gives a strong head-start into improving pro-

cesses in service operations organizations, prescribed changes to the processes will require

the same data collection used to initially diagnose the condition of the organization to both
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assess the impact of the changes and plan for the next iteration of changes as well. Experi-

ments need to be carefully managed with stringent data collection and analysis procedures,

especially compared to processes with less variation such as in manufacturing; however, such

variation can increase the importance of experimentation as well. The topic of organizational

experimentation and learning is covered further in the fourth step of the thesis framework.

3.3 Managing the Tradeoff between Quality and Cost

One of the greatest questions any manager faces in operations is the way to manage the

tradeoff between cost and quality; indeed, this tradeoff is seen as one of the primary strategic

decisions in operations.[4] In the context of this thesis, this tradeoff can play a major role in

determining the extent to which customer satisfaction drivers can be pushed at the expense

of cost. At first blush, it seems that pushing customer satisfaction upward can involve

substantial increases in operating expenditures. While an explicit tradeoff between service

quality and cost in quantitative monetary terms would be ideal- particularly in the case of

the organization in the case study, which will be apparent in the next chapter- this tradeoff

is typically made by managerial intuition in many organizations with effort being put into

quality until it seems cost prohibitive to continue.

While the cost / quality tradeoff is an important topic deserving of much attention, the

purely strategic part of this decision will be outside the scope of this thesis, as will any

attempt to characterize the direct impact of service quality on revenue in a quantitative

matter. Instead, this thesis will focus on the cases for which quality and cost are aligned,

or for which it is reasonable to assume that acting on a service quality driver will not lead

to a large increase in operational expense. These concepts are illustrated in Figures 3-3

and 3-4 below. In Figure 3-3, the problem of cost / quality tradeoff is shown for a typical

organization in which the current state of the organization is below the operational efficient

frontier. Rather than focus on this tradeoff, this thesis primarily addresses operational

changes that are aligned with cost, or at the very least not significantly opposed to cost,

resulting in an organization that reaches the efficient frontier as shown in Figure 3-4. In

cases for which operational improvement is desired to improve service quality, as is the case
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Figure 3-3: Traditional view of quality / cost Figure 3-4: Reaching and expanding efficient

tradeoff frontier through ideas from thesis framework

in the case study with Atlantic Energy, we assume that, at a minimum, the focus of the

improvement efforts is on quality, with a secondary goal focused on keeping costs nearly the

same.

Thus, it is instructive to first understand where the sources of alignment between service

quality and operational expense competitiveness arise from. Here, we focus on two primary

reasons the two may be aligned in service operations: the impact of waste (or muda) on

both quality and cost, and the impact of quality on cost. These two concepts are described

below.

Quality
Conce

Waste Concept#2

pt#

Cost

3.3.1 Quality / cost alignment from eliminating muda

As previously stated, one of the primary principles of lean operations involves the reduction

of non-value added activities, or activities that do not lead to a successful output. Tracing

the argument from before for the reduction of non-value-added activities to increase CSAT,

we can see how quality and cost can be aligned in service operations due to their common

relationship with waste. While in manufacturing, customers may not experience the presence
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of non-value-added activities, customers do experience some of the muda that may be present

in service operations, leading to a new relationship between cost and quality via waste

that may not be present in traditional operations thinking. For operational improvements

involving increasing quality through the elimination of muda, therefore, the two goals are

assumed to be aligned, or at least non-competing.

3.3.2 Quality / cost alignment from the impact of quality on cost

In service operations, because customers both flow through the process and ultimately judge

quality, any process that does not successfully serve a customer will necessarily result in both

low satisfaction and rework. Any rework resulting from low quality, in turn, will drive up

the input volume into the system as customers must re-enter the process as seen in Figure

3-5. While rework has a multiplier effect on input volume in service operations as it does in

manufacturing, the fact that customers are experiencing the process and judging the quality

in service operations means that rework will cause both an increase in cost and a decrease

in customer satisfaction or perceived quality. Therefore, it is possible to make a process

both more efficient and more effective in serving the customer, allowing for opportunities in

which an increase in cost when improving service quality may be offset by the decrease in

cost resulting from fewer unsatisfied customers who need to re-enter the process as rework.

While increasing customer satisfaction or service quality may require added resources, and

hence added costs, in some cases a manager must recognize that poor service incurs a cost

as well due to increasing volume from rework.

Input Volume z # Unique Customers
%FCR p = probabilityof

being resolved,
which is -%FCR

New P Served
Customers Customers

Rework- perhaps
multipletimes through!

Figure 3-5: When First Contact Resolution (FCR) is not achieved, the customer re-enters
the process, creating a multiplier on the input volume the process experiences
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3.3.3 First contact resolution trade-off with average handle time

One particular manifestation of the quality / cost tradeoff, as described before, is the tradeoff

between first contact resolution (FCR) and average handle time (AHT), or the amount of

time spent on each customer. While FCR will clearly impact quality and AHT will impact

cost, the relationship between the two resulting from the process dynamics shown in Figure

3-5 creates a quantifiable trade-off between the two. Using the service operations model

explored in Chapter 5 derived from Erlang C queueing theory, we have developed the curve

shown in Figure 3-6. This curve represents the rate of change in FCR with respect to

increasing AHT that can be accomplished with no additional resources in a customer contact

center at a constant service level per the Erlang C queueing model, normalized by the number

of agents. That is:

1 &AHT
FCR Tradeoff =

#Agents D%FCR Constant SL

Here, AHT is the Average Handle Time, %FCR is the percentage of calls answered correctly

the first time, and "Constant SL" represents performance held at a constant service level,

namely 80% of calls answered within 20 seconds as dictated by government regulators in the

case of Atlantic Energy.

For example, for a tradeoff metric of .04 from the chart, a 200 agent customer center could

increase the average handle time of the entire center by 8 seconds with the same number

of agents and the same achieved service level if the increased time allows a 1 percentage

point increase in the number of customers successfully served on the first contact. Armed

with this knowledge, managers can use this information to drive cost-neutral or cost-saving

changes that increase FCR- and hence quality- by breaking the common assumption that

average handle time minimization is paramount in a customer care center. Further details,

including a description of the model, can be found in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3-6: Efforts to increase FCR may also increase AHT at no additional cost to the
customer care center's operations

3.4 Conclusions and Path Forward

At this point in the framework, service quality has been measured and its drivers have been

identified, and the processes under consideration have been redesigned to address the find-

ings of the analysis done during step one. Although there is no completely generalizable

method for improving a process to reflect quality drivers, many concepts have been intro-

duced that form a common theme for this step: customer and firm value, and required

output, should be defined based on both the qualitative and quantitative analysis in the

first step, and processes should be redesigned to avoid factors that negatively correlate with

CSAT, increase factors that positively correlate with CSAT, and increase slack capacity by

whole or by segment for critical cycle times. While the process should be designed so that

as many customers as possible are kept on the most efficient path that achieves the required

output, accomplishing all of these goals may require an iterative process of measuring CSAT,

experimenting, learning, and repeating. To illustrate these first two steps of the framework,

the next chapter summarizes a case study in which the framework was applied to a large

energy utility, Atlantic Energy. Following the case study, the thesis progresses to the final
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two steps of the framework as it shifts its focus to the behavioral side of the framework using

concepts from game and decision theory.
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Chapter 4

Case Study I: Goal Definition and

Operational Architecting at a

Multinational Energy Utility

A case study to illustrate the first two steps of the framework

4) Create a culture of
experimentation and learning

3) Align metrics and incentives with
process-improving behavior

2) Update process to reflect drivers of service quality
and cost

1) Determine drivers of service quality by linking process data to
customer feedback

---------------------------

Figure 4-1: Steps 1 and 2 of the thesis framework are covered during Case Study I
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4.1 Introduction

To test out the thesis framework, a project was conducted in partnership with a multina-

tional energy utility, Atlantic Energy.' The partnership with Atlantic provided a business

environment in which the methods of the framework could be designed, analyzed, and tested

through multiple iterations, leading to a refined version of the framework built by observa-

tion and empirical evidence along with theory and intuition. A summary of the first two

steps of the framework as applied at Atlantic is presented in this chapter as a case study to

provide an example of the framework's application.

4.1.1 Company context

Atlantic Energy is a privately-owned, multinational utility serving over 3.4 million electric

customers and 3.5 million gas customers in the U.S. throughout four states on the east

coast. For both the gas and electric businesses, Atlantic will both generate and distribute

the commodity to customers; while Atlantic acts as a distributor for all of its footprint

as a regulated utility, customers have an option to choose Atlantic amongst a number of

third-party suppliers for each commodity. Its U.S. business has over 15,000 employees and

recorded a $2 Billion operating profit on $11 Billion in revenue (approximate) on regulated

assets in FY 2012/2013.

Due to the nature of its business, Atlantic is an operations-intensive company with many

processes and subprocesses that must be carried out to serve its customers. While many

capital-intensive processes- such as the generation, maintenance, transmission, and distri-

bution of gas and electricity commodities- are needed, these processes are not as visible to

the customer as the supporting service operations. For strategic reasons described in the

following section, the customer-facing service operations of the company were chosen for this

project.

Because Atlantic is a regulated utility, it operates without competition for the distribution

side of its business. Like all regulated utilities, it therefore has its pricing set through a

process called ratemaking to avoid monopolistic pricing of energy. Ratemaking involves a

'As stated in the thesis preface, the company's name has been obfuscated throughout this thesis
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rate case in which a regulatory agency sets the rate of return the utility is allowed to earn

on its rate base, or net assets used to provide the public with energy. Once the allowable

rate of return (R) has been set by the regulatory agency, the required revenue needed by

the utility to earn the allowed rate of return will simply be the allowed return added to the

necessary operating expenses, as given by the rate formula:

Required Revenue = (Operating Expense) + R * (Net Assets)

4.1.2 Objective and motivation

Because the return on equity of the company is largely set by the negotiated rate of return

through rate cases, management will look to maximize the allowed rate of return. Although

ratemaking is a complex legal process involving many variables, there is evidence that utilities

providing higher levels of customer satisfaction are rewarded with a higher allowed rate of

return[12], as a company in a non-regulated industry would also typically experience. As

stated in the thesis introduction, utilities in the first quartile of JD Power's rankings earn

a regulated return on equity that is 0.5 percentage points higher than than that of utilities

in the fourth quartile. In an industry with regulated assets that may be in the $10 billion

to $100 billion range, this can lead to a $50 million to $500 million impact on shareholder

value.

In response, senior management at Atlantic Energy has defined four strategic goals for

the company, two of which are cost competitiveness and customer responsiveness, or service

quality. To align employee activities and initiatives with these goals, key performance in-

dicators (KPIs), such as customer satisfaction metrics and operating expense targets, were

defined for each goal and extensive improvement efforts were started to drive toward them.

As a result, Atlantic partnered with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to address

these two strategic goals in the context of the account initiation (A.I.) process, the process

by which over 3/4 million customers start electric and gas service in the US each year. This

process entails all actions from the customers first call to service connection on-site.

Therefore, we will use this partnership as a laboratory within which to test the thesis

framework by applying it to the improvement of Atlantic's account initiation process. At-
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lantic's management team has pre-chosen the account initiation process for study by MIT

due to its wide exposure to customers (experienced by 750,000 customers annually) and the

large number of customer satisfaction surveys generated as a result of the process; within

this context, we set out to test the thesis framework on the process as described in the rest

of this chapter.

4.2 Measuring and Improving Service Quality

In support of the strategic goal to improve service quality, the investigation begins with the

first step of the framework: determination of the quality drivers through the use of customer

and process data. In this section, we trace the process by which the primary drivers of cus-

tomer satisfaction were identified at Atlantic Energy. This section begins by describing the

organization's current measurement of customer satisfaction. After describing the service

quality metric used in this investigation, the section then traces the three-pronged approach

to determining service quality drivers at Atlantic, including two qualitative methods, em-

ployee focus groups and customer surveys, and one quantitative method, statistical analysis

using customer satisfactions scores and customer process data.

4.2.1 Measuring service quality via customer satisfaction surveys

Like many organizations with widespread service operations, Atlantic Energy has an exten-

sive system in place for measuring and tracking customer satisfaction which, as previously

mentioned, forms a KPI on which 25% of managerial discretionary bonuses are based. At-

lantic's customer satisfaction score (CSAT) is based on a monthly survey conducted by a

third party company and consists of up to 46 multi-part questions gauging the customer's

view of the company, services, interaction with employees, and general satisfaction with At-

lantic; to limit the time spent on each survey, customers are generally asked a subset of the

questions based on their experiences and answers to different questions. Some of the most

relevant questions from the survey for this project include the following: 2

o On a scale of 1-10, what is your overall satisfaction with Atlantic Energy?

2 Note: questions listed are not necessarily verbatim from Atlantic's survey
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. What is your reason for giving Atlantic a (Insert Number)?

" On a scale of 1-10, how satisfied are you with the service provided by Atlantic Energy?

" Was the reason for your call resolved on the first call?

" On a scale of 1-10, please rate your experience with the representative you spoke with.

(If applicable)

Each month, approximately 2,000 customers are randomly selected amongst all customers

who 1) had contacted Atlantic Energy by phone or web during the previous month, and 2)

had indicated they would be willing to take a customer satisfaction survey in the future.

A third party customer intelligence vendor then contacts all of the customers selected for a

survey that month and administers the survey by phone, recording the numerical scores and

verbatim comments from the customers during the process. Finally, the vendor compiles all

responses into a spreadsheet and passes it to Atlantic at the end of the month for review by

the customer data team.

From this data, the company key performance indicators for customer responsiveness

defined by senior management are calculated and published throughout the company. Of

these KPIs, the most important are the Net Satisfaction Score- given simply by the percent

of customers giving a "detractor" score (1-4 on a 10 point scale) subtracted from the percent

of customers giving a "promoter" score (8-10 on 10 point scale)- and the average overall

satisfaction score on the ten-point scale.

Critique of current system

While the survey provided a wealth of much-needed data for the project, there are several

shortcomings in its design that would ideally be fixed in a redesign of the survey. Some of

the most important are as follows:

* Ability to predict external measures of customer satisfaction: While the customer sur-

veys do offer a form of customer satisfaction measurement after customer interactions,

no work had been done to see if Atlantic's customer satisfaction measurements corre-

lated with those of sources such as JD Power, meaning that an increase in the customer
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satisfaction scores may not lead to an increase in the JD Power scores. While an in-

ternal satisfaction score would ideally be designed, tested, and redesigned according to

this standard if there is value in signaling service quality during a rate case, the project

proceeded with this internal measure due to both time constraints and the likelihood

of the score providing useful information even without checking the correlation with

external scores.

" Convenience selection bias: Customers are only eligible for the survey if they have

contacted Atlantic during the month. While customers with recent contact with the

company are a valuable source of information in these surveys, some customers who

did not contact Atlantic during the month, but are willing to take the survey, would

ideally also be polled.

" Separation of customer perception and expectation: The customer survey asks for nu-

merical scores in each category; however, as described previously, the survey would

ideally measure expectation and perception with different questions, as the differ-

ence between the two has been found to be more relevant than an absolute score

of satisfaction. [21]

" Lag between customer interaction and survey: Because customers are contacted for the

survey in the month following their original experience with the company, customers

may be contacted 3-6 weeks after the initial event they are asked about during their

survey. Ideally, customers would be contacted within a week of the interaction, after

they have an opportunity to have their problem resolved but before the details of the

interaction are forgotten.

Despite these shortcomings, the existing survey provided a source of customer satisfaction

data that was helpful, meaningful, and available. Survey results tended to show consistency

month to month and provided some insight into the customer's opinion about the organi-

zation. Because the survey was used in KPIs defined by senior management, changing the

survey would require a lengthy, extensive effort that would not have been completed during

the timeline of the project. For these reasons, the current CSAT survey was chosen to serve

as the quantitative measure of service quality during the project.
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4.2.2 Qualitative assessment through employee interviews

The investigation into service quality drivers begins with one of the more readily available

sources of information available to the organization: customer-facing employees. In this case,

some of the customer service representatives (CSR) who carry out the account initiation

process were chosen to take place in focus groups with the intention of gathering insight

into the drivers of customer satisfaction, including any potential problems with the current

processes. To accomplish this, 43 customer service reps were interviewed both alone and

in groups of up to 12 over a two-month period. Questions varied from group to group

and were largely adaptive based on the flow of the conversation. As suggested previously

when laying out the framework, small focus groups were preferred as more employee-hours

of information could be gathered without requiring as much time from employees away from

their work stations.

During the course of the employee interviews, a hypothesis for the drivers of service

quality in the account initiation process was developed and refined; some of the high-level

drivers are shown in an issue tree in Figure 4-2. A non-comprehensive list of insights obtained

from the interviews and focus groups include the following:

* Barriers to communication between the customer-facing employees and the account

processing employees in the organization frustrates customers and slows down the

process as employees are unable to check on customer information and the status of

their progress through the process when customers call in. Employees identified this

lack of communication as a large driver of process rework and customer dissatisfaction.

* Employees indicated many errors stemming from improper handling of customers en-

tering the process, resulting in unnecessary rework and multiple passes through the

process. In particular, employees indicated that many other customer representatives

would erroneously request unneeded information from a customer, resulting in more

work for the customer and more work for the company in processing the additional

customer contacts.

* Some employees indicated a pressure on meeting time-based performance metrics such
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Figure 4-2: High-level issue tree serving as road map for investigating CSAT drivers

as average handle time (AHT) during work, perhaps leading to a trade off of emphasis

on quality assurance scores as a result.

While the insights provided by the customer service representatives were incredibly help-

ful in pointing where to look, they were by nature largely anecdotal; thus, the investigation

turned to data collection and analysis to further assess the process, using the insight from

the employee interviews as a road map, as depicted by the logic tree shown in Figure 4-2.

4.2.3 Qualitative assessment through customer surveys

In addition to the employee focus groups, qualitative assessment of the account initiation

process was accomplished through the gathering and classification of customer feedback

via customer satisfaction surveys; this was carried out by identifying the primary reasons

customers who had both recently completed the account initiation process and given Atlantic

a non-promoter score (1-7 out of 10) gave for their dissatisfaction. To do this, six months

of Atlantic's customer surveys were filtered by the customer's indicated reason for company

contact, yielding 1,123 customer responses linked to the account initiation process. We then

read through all customer comments given in response to the question "Why did you give
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Atlantic Energy a score of X?" for all scores in Atlantic's neutral (5-7) and detractor (1-4)

score ranges.

The result of this process was the Pareto chart shown in Figure 4-3. Some of the key

insights from the analysis are provided below:

" Interestingly, nearly 1/3 of the customer responses that Atlantic categorizes as "non-

promoter" did not have a complaint about the service. Many customers giving scores

in the 4-7 range had neutral or even positive comments about the company, indicating

that, for example, a score of 7 out of 10 represented what they were expecting from

their utility, or that they simply didn't have many interactions with Atlantic and were

satisfied with a middle-of-the road score to reflect how well they knew the company.

This gives credence to the need for separating customer perception and expectation, but

suggests an opportunity for increasing customer satisfaction by giving new customers a

reason to see the company in a positive way, rather than a neutral way. This distinction

between new and existing customers was further validated during quantitative analysis,

in which existing customers were shown to give a statistically-significant higher score

than new customers did.

" Unsurprisingly, customer service quality was the next most important reason customers

gave for an unsatisfactory score. The subreasons for a poor score within "customer

service" are also broken out in Figure 4-3 and appear to be equally divided between

communication issues, lack of agent knowledge of the process, a mistake by the agent,

an inefficiency with the process, and experiences with rude agents; the remaining re-

sponses were general complaints about customer service with no specific reason iden-

tified. The customer comments validated some of the insight provided by the change

managers and customer service representatives at Atlantic, but other assumptions still

remained unproven at this point prior to the quantitative analysis.

* Although many other drivers of customer satisfaction exist, such as pricing complaints,

many of these fell lower on the Pareto chart due to the focus of the investigation on

CSAT drivers within the account initiation process. Again, this is intentional due

to Atlantic's desire to focus on the improvement of a preselected process (account
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Figure 4-3: Pareto chart showing reasons for unfavorable CSAT scores related to account

initiation process

initiation) rather than a more holistic approach to customer satisfaction for this project.

4.2.4 Quantitative assessment through customer satisfaction scores

and process metrics

While qualitative assessment of service quality drivers through both employee and customer

feedback is highly valuable, it does not deliver a complete picture by itself. Employee inter-

views offer insight from experience, but are driven by anecdotal evidence and are susceptible

to biases from memorable events or personal opinions. Assessment of customer comments is

more effective, as it clearly indicates the issue that actually pulled a customer into the dissat-

isfied range. However, even this can be incomplete, as comments generally point to one issue,

and are often detached from the specifics of the process the customer experienced. While

focus groups with the customer would be ideal, these can often be impractical, particularly

on a large scale.
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Therefore, to complete the investigation of customer satisfaction drivers in Atlantic's

account initiation process, we conducted a statistical analysis on a data set linking process

metrics to customer satisfaction survey scores. To do this, we first compiled the results

of every customer satisfaction survey over a six-month period for which the respondent

identified "account initiation" as the reason for contact; as before, this yielded 1,123 customer

accounts for which account initiation-related CSAT scores were recorded. Next, customer

service agents pulled up each of these customer account numbers in Atlantic's customer

data system (CSS) to record 40 pieces of information relevant for the account initiation

process, such as cycle times for each process step, the number and timing of customer

interactions, the types of subprocesses the customer experienced, the amount of process

rework and errors, customer behavioral scores, and demographic information. The exact

fields for which customer data was collected were determined based on the results of the

qualitative analysis; this helped guide the data collection, and provided a means to prove

or disprove beliefs and hypotheses regarding service quality drivers determined during the

employee focus groups and customer surveys.

The result was a data set that explicitly linked process-focused customer data to customer

satisfaction on a customer-by-customer basis, rather than through aggregate results on a

monthly basis during which customer satisfaction scores and process tendencies (e.g. average

cycle times, percent of customers experiencing a certain subprocess) show variation. While

the variation of customer data and process metrics in an averaged sense on a monthly basis

has been studied previously, we argue that such analysis is inferior to analysis that studies

the variation in each on a customer-by-customer basis. This data set provides the means

to study the links between customer experiences and customer perception on an individual

basis, providing meaningful insights into potential drivers of customer satisfaction. Although

causation is not testable, as explained in the theory of Chapter 2, valuable evidence to

support operational changes can be obtained.

Following customer data collection, a conjoint-type regression analysis was carried out

using the method described in Chapter 2. As suggested by these methods, the ordinal cus-

tomer satisfaction score on a 1-10 scale was held constant as the response variable while all

of the fields of customer data, such as cycle times, amount of rework, first contact resolu-
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tion, and progression through different subprocesses, were chosen one at a time to be the

regressor. While log transformations were used on numerical regressors, such as cycle times,

to provide comparable elasticities, categorical regressors, such as the progression through a

given subprocess, did not use a transform, but rather used a binary dummy variable. These

results are presented in part in Figure 4-4, in which the coefficient of regression, measuring

the magnitude of the regressor's impact on customer satisfaction, is plotted against the t-

statistic for the regression, measuring the statistical significance of the result. In this case,

results appearing to the right side of the graph (high t-statistic) represent a low probability

of zero influence of the regressor on the customer satisfaction response variable, thus indi-

cating a statistically significant relationship between the two; results appearing at the top of

the plot, in contrast, represent a larger magnitude of impact of the regressor on the response.

Therefore, variables in the upper-right quadrant of the plot are likely to impact customer

satisfaction, and the impact is large. Results in the lower-right quadrant, in contrast, are

likely to impact customer satisfaction in a statistically significant way, but the impact is

smaller. Results in the lower-left quadrant are most likely nonfactors, or have a very small

impact on customer satisfaction, and thus can be neglected.

From the results shown in Figure 4-4, we draw the following conclusions about the account

initiation process:

* Although this analysis serves as a test of correlation rather than causation, three

factors stick out in the upper-right quadrant of the plot: 1) the cycle time on account

processing for customers without service, 2) the rate of first contact resolution for

customers, and 3) the percent of customers who experience errors in the process, and

rework as a result. These three factors are described below; because of the significant

correlation and potentially large impact each has on customer satisfaction, these three

factors will be prioritized when investigating operational changes in the last three steps

of the thesis framework.

1. First contact resolution: First contact resolution (FCR) is achieved when a cus-

tomer's issue or reason for calling is solved on the first call, email, web-based

interaction, or office visit. Although FCR was tracked by Atlantic prior to the
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case study due to its impact on cost and assumed impact on CSAT, its emergence

as a primary driver of CSAT- as well as the evidence disproving other assumed

drivers- heightened its importance in the follow-on operational changes. As shown

previously in Chapter 2, FCR is worth increasing even if an increase in the average

service time for the center is required.

2. Process rework due to agent errors: Intuitively, customers become more dissatis-

fied when errors occur that cause them to have more work, or more interactions

with Atlantic, even in cases for which cycle time is not usually a concern. Com-

bined with the evidence presented by the employee interviews and customer com-

ments, clear sources of common errors- such as customer service agents erroneously

sending customers through unnecessary steps- provide areas of opportunity for the

follow-on work.

3. Account processing cycle time for customers without power: While the population

of customers as a whole showed no statistically significant correlation between

cycle time and CSAT, the data showed account processing cycle time to have a

large impact on CSAT for customers without power, which is clearly an intuitive

result. The regression analysis shows a significant drop in CSAT on even an hourly

basis when customers are without power, which will be addressed among the case

study's operational changes.

* While the distinction between new and existing customers appears to also fall in the

upper-right quadrant of the plot, this is a driver that Atlantic cannot address through

operational changes to the account initiation process, and is therefore not included in

the next step. However, due to its potential impact, the implications of this relationship

are considered outside the scope of this case study.

* Some drivers, such as the total cycle time and number of calls from the customer to

Atlantic during the process, have a t-statistic > 2 (corresponding to a p-value < 0.05),

indicating a significantly significant relationship between these drivers and CSAT for

p < 0.05. However, their low regression coefficients place them in the lower-right

quadrant of the plot, indicating that while there may be an impact, it is smaller than
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the impact of the three drivers listed above, and is therefore not prioritized for the

next step of the framework.

* Many factors fall in the lower-left quadrant of the plot, indicating no significant rela-

tionship between these factors and CSAT; surprisingly, however, many of these factors

were assumed to impact CSAT prior to the case study, and past operational excellence

projects had been formed on the assumption of the link between these drivers and

CSAT. For example, while customers abhor rework and mistakes, they seem to accept

the extra work that subprocesses such as sending in proof of identification (requested of

some but not all customers) impose on them without any significant change in CSAT-

as long as they do not perceive errors or rework. In contrast, Atlantic previously as-

sumed that sending customers through such sub-processes by itself decreased CSAT

and assigned resources to addressing the issue based on this assumption. While other

reasons for decreasing the number of customers sent through such subprocesses exist

(such as the propensity for errors and rework whenever extra process steps are added),

this distinction can enable a more efficient allocation of resources in addressing service

quality drivers in the next part of the case study.

4.3 Updating Process for Improved Operations

Based on the results from the analysis of customer service drivers, three "levers" of service

quality with the potential to create high impact have been identified for operational im-

provement of the account initiation process; as described previously, the three levers are 1)

first contact resolution, 2) rework and customer service representative errors, and 3) account

processing cycle time for customers without power. This section traces out the work done

in conjunction with step two of the thesis framework, in which the process is updated to

address the primary drivers of service quality revealed by analysis.
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4.3.1 CSAT Lever #1: Increasing First Contact Resolution (FCR)

First Contact Resolution was found to have a large impact on customer satisfaction, yielding

a two-point increase on the 1-10 scale when achieved according to the regression; with the

large number of factors impacting customer satisfaction, this represented one of the largest

impacts from any single driver. In particular, failure to achieve FCR tends to place customers

on less efficient paths in which rework and errors are more likely, falling into the realm of

the second CSAT Lever and further reducing satisfaction. For these reasons, FCR will be of

primary concern for the rest of this case study, in the incentive concerns of Chapter 5, and

in the consideration of service operations in general.

In general, obstacles to FCR fell into two categories at Atlantic, and potentially elsewhere:

those obstacles arising from process issues, such as inefficient or error-prone processes, and

incentive issues, in which employees feel a larger burden to meet cost-based metrics such as

Average Handle Time (AHT) than they do quality-based metrics such as FCR or quality

assurance checks. One major assertion of this thesis is that FCR and AHT need not be

opposed to each other, but rather are actually aligned due to the fact that customers who

are not served correctly the first time multiply the input volume into the system, hurting

service level and cost more than time will. This tradeoff was considered quantitatively in

Chapter 3 and will be addressed in detail in Chapter 5, while operational changes will be

addressed in this section; the important consideration for now is the understanding of FCR's

significant impact on both quality and cost as the discussion of operational change continues

here.

Armed with the knowledge of the process gained from employee focus groups and cus-

tomer comments before, we began the investigation into FCR by tracing out the current

account initiation process. What was found was a complex process in which customers could

follow one of many paths based on a number of factors. This concept is illustrated using

the funnel concept from Chapter 3 in Figure 4-5 below. When customers enter the process,

they will ideally take the most efficient path through the process, and therefore complete

the process with the lowest amount of frustration for themselves, and the lowest amount of

effort and cost for Atlantic. For example, it is more efficient for customers to use the website
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Figure 4-5: Steps along the account initiation process provide opportunities for customers

to be "funneled" off the efficient path, and into higher likelihood of rework and errors

than to call Atlantic, it is more efficient to not require identification or proof of residency

from customers, it is more efficient to have the meter unlocked between customers, and it is

always more efficient to have fewer mistakes and unneeded calls from customers, especially

when they are just calling to check in on account progress. Whenever the most efficient path

is not followed, it usually results in extra work from either the customer or the company;

at the same time, mistakes by customer service agents during the process can also siphon

customers off the efficient path as well.

The idea of the process's efficient path and the funnel provides a road map for a systematic

approach to increasing FCR in this case. By addressing each point in the process where

customers are funneled off the ideal path to increase the total number of customers who pass

through as efficiently as possible, FCR for the entire process can be increased. Below are

some examples of ways in which the investigators addressed the funnel at Atlantic:

1. Push toward web connect: When entering the account initiation process, the first choice

a customer makes is whether to start the process by calling Atlantic, which directs the

customer to a call center for a customer service representative to complete the process,
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or to complete an online from from the website. When a customer tries to complete

the account initiation process by web first, he or she typically ends up calling much

less (.1 calls / customer for web compared to 1.2 calls / customer for phone) and is

much less likely to experience errors or rework during the process as the information is

recorded directly into the system by the customer rather than taken verbally over the

phone. While only 3% of customers currently use the web connect process, increasing

this rate to 23% would result in a $1 million annual savings, according to the current

process costing, and more importantly would lead to an increase in perceived service

quality measured by CSAT.

As a result, several actions have been prescribed to increase the number of customer

electing to use web connect, which will both increase the first contact resolution and

decrease operational expenses. These actions include pre-recorded messages when cus-

tomers are first placed on hold in the account initiation process that redirect callers to

the website, redesign of the company website so that more customers find the link to

start the process by web before calling in, and a push toward web connects through

marketing efforts including move-in materials.

2. Require less account processing: A customer calling in to initiate an account may be

asked to send in up to three additional pieces of information before the process is

complete; these include the following:

" Positive identification check: All new customers are asked to provide basic identi-

fying information such as name, birthday, and social security number, from which

a third party credit check service is used to verify the customer's identity in real

time. If customers do not show up in the credit check system, which occurs about

15-20% of the time, the Atlantic policy requires customers to send in a copy of

an acceptable piece of identification (such as a driver license or passport) by fax,

email, or postal mail.

" Proof of Residency: In some states, Atlantic has the option to request high-risk

customers to send in a proof of residency, such as a residential lease, to prevent

potential outlets of fraud. In areas of high risk for commodity loss (when new
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customers move into a residence and consume power before attaching their name

to the account), Atlantic may elect to turn a meter off when a customer moves

out to force the incoming customer to start service in their name upon moving in,

requiring additional steps such as proof of residency and a field connect for the

next customer.

* Collections: When customers owe past arrears from a prior account, or usage

has been registered on the meter for the residence the customer is moving into,

additional steps may be required in the account initiation process.

While all of these subprocesses exist to ultimately protect the company from losses,

they are equally capable of driving up costs and reducing customer satisfaction when

not executed correctly, as triggering any of these three requests for additional informa-

tion necessarily funnels a customer off of the efficient path and greatly increases the

probability of additional contacts and rework to resolve the account.

As a result, these items provide important opportunities to keep more customers on the

efficient path by reducing unnecessary redirection of customers into these subprocesses.

Therefore, actions to reduce the number of customers pulled into these processes were

prioritized; some of these actions include adding the use of additional sources of identi-

fication, such as credit card and bank account numbers, that can be used with the third

party credit check system the first time a customer calls and a planned re-evaluation

of the criteria for requesting leases for a policy that achieves a more optimal balance

between the cost of not having proof of residence with the cost of the process ineffi-

ciency for requesting it of too many customers. Even more important than process

changes, however, is the reduction of customer service agent errors in executing the

current process which, based on the data collection, is the greatest cause of unneeded

customer work; errors will be addressed by itself below.

3. Error reduction through the tracking and measurement of sources of error: As Figure

4-5 depicts, errors throughout the account initiation process can prematurely push cus-

tomers off of the efficient path, resulting in extra steps and rework when first contact

resolution might have been otherwise achievable. While error reduction is addressed
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individually in the next step, it is worth noting that FCR and employee errors are

clearly linked together with errors being one of the primary reasons for not achiev-

ing first contact resolution. Therefore, decreasing errors will positively impact the

organization's first contact resolution.

Finally, while first contact resolution can be increased through the process changes de-

scribed above, its improvement is equally as dependent on incentives and metrics that prop-

erly align agents with FCR goals; that is, to effectively address service operations from a

quality standpoint, management must not only change the process, but change the behavior

of customer-facing employees as well, much as the machines in a manufacturing environment

might be fine-tuned to achieve the desired specifications. One example in this case is the

redesign of metrics that potentially incentivize low cost and low average handling time at

the expense of quality. Due to its importance, this topic will be considered on its own in

step three of the framework (Chapter 5).

4.3.2 CSAT Lever #2: Reducing errors through feedback loops

After the investigation revealed that 30 - 40% of customers asked to submit documentation in

the positive identification subprocess could have avoided the process completely and contin-

ued on the most efficient path, we decided to introduce mechanisms for measuring, tracking,

and reducing errors. To do this, we recognized that, because all requested documentation

will be reviewed by the account processing team, account processing has the potential to

act as an inspection group while completing their current work. As a result, employees in

the account processing group began to collect data on the most common errors by recording

error type and employee ID whenever the review of a customer account indicated an error

was made. By compiling this information, management is able to address the most common

sources of errors within internal operations, or provide a measure of error to third party

vendors completing operations on a contracted basis.
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4.3.3 CSAT Lever #3: Implementing a priority queue for cus-

tomers without power

The final CSAT driver identified by the regression analysis on CSAT scores is the sharply ad-

verse effect that customer waiting time in the account initiation process has on the ultimate

customer satisfaction scores when the customer is without power. While this analysis indi-

cated a sharp reduction in CSAT score by the hour in this case, the process previously had

no way to distinguish between customers currently with power- who are largely insensitive

to process cycle time- and those without power when entering the account initiation process.

Hence, all customers progressed through a single first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue, leading to

the same cycle time for all customers. Clearly, this cycle time was unnecessarily (perhaps

unacceptably) long for customers without power, and unnecessarily short for customers with

power.

In response, we created a new subprocess within the accounts processing group to provide

different cycle times for customers with and without service; this new process is shown in

Figure 4-6. In it, all faxes and emails from customers into the accounts processing group first

flow through a worker who looks up the customer account number on CSS to determine if the

customer is currently with or without service, and then accordingly sorts the customer into

the priority queue or the normal queue. This worker will intentionally have slack capacity

( 50% utilization) to move all customers without power into the priority queue quickly. The

customer service representatives running the process then draw first from the priority queue

until it is empty, which will be the case most of the time. When the priority queue is empty,

they will then take customers from the normal queue. The entire process has enough slack

capacity (70-80% utilization) to ensure cycle times are kept low for all types of customers,

especially priority customers. Because the majority ( 80%) of customers will currently have

power, the priority queue is predicted to reduce priority customer wait time from 4+ hours

to under one hour while still having enough capacity to turn over the normal queue within

a modest increase in cycle time.
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Figure 4-6: Priority queue for account initiation process filters on connection status to

increase CSAT

4.4 Conclusion

Throughout this chapter, we have provided an example of the first two steps of the thesis

framework as applied in practice to the account initiation process at Atlantic Energy. One

final key insight from the case study is the importance of involving the personnel that actually

run the process rather than only involving the change management teams; by involving

the groups that actually own the processes in question, much better results were obtained

during the case study. While the first two steps will help create an organization with an

operational structure supporting higher quality services, two more steps in the framework

remain to address non-structural issues, such as the alignment of employee behavior with high

quality service and the creation of an organization in which experimentation and discovery

is encouraged. These steps will be addressed in the next two chapters.
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Chapter 5

Aligning Agent Behavior with

High-Performance Operations

Principal-agent alignment through proper mechanism design

Create a culture of
experimentation and learning

Align metrics and Incentives with process-
improving behavior

Update process to reflect drivers of service quality and
cost

Determine drivers of service quality by linking process data to
customer feedback

Figure 5-1: Step 3 of the thesis framework

5.1 Introduction

So far in this thesis, operational improvements have largely fit into two categories: process

changes that address quality drivers and improve service quality, and behavior changes that

pull the actions of customer service agents in line with high quality service. Going into

step three of the framework, we assume that the organization has addressed all reasonable
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operational changes relating to process improvement to put agents in the best position

possible to serve the customer; we now turn our attention to fine-tuning the system to

get the desired output by changing the behavior of CSRs through incentive schemes and

metrics.

In this chapter, we consider the tradeoff between first contact resolution (FCR) and

average handle time (AHT) through typical incentive schemes used in call centers; however,

while we have focused on call centers in this chapter's analysis, the results can be generalized

to many other forms of service operations as well. Through the use of game theory and

decision theory analysis, we consider the shortcomings of different common incentive schemes

and the misaligned incentives they may provide, and offer guidelines for developing reward

structures that help the agents to focus on quality while still keeping cost under control.

5.2 Service Operations Output Model

To begin the analysis, we start with a discussion on a suitable definition of output for service

operations. While economic output can be defined by the profit contribution of the number

of units produced by a process in manufacturing, such a definition is more difficult to obtain

in service operations. Fortunately, for the purposes of this problem, an economic definition

of system output need not correspond with an actual dollar amount, but rather only needs

to correspond to the desired output in the system. Typically in service operations, the goals

are to 1) provide high quality service, 2) to every customer that enters the system at a target

service level, 3) at the lowest cost possible. To do this, we consider two candidate outputs:

the number of completed calls in a given time, and the inverse of marginal operating cost.

5.2.1 Preliminary definition of output

One candidate definition to measure output by an individual would be the number of calls

successfully completed per a unit of time, where successful completion is defined as a cus-

tomer requiring no further interactions for the initial problem, with a high perceived level of

satisfaction (such as would be the case for a "promoter"). Given an Average .Handle Time

(AHT) per customer for an agent executing the process, the number of calls completed per
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unit time is simply 1/AHT. Using p as the fraction of customers the agent successfully

serves, the number of successfully completed operations per unit time would be p/AHT.

Given this expression, and the previous results in Chapter 2 showing first contact resolution

as a dominant driver of service quality, a reasonable objective for the firm will be:

p
max AHT

While we will expand on this definition of output before developing the models used in this

chapter, it is first useful to next consider service operations from a cost standpoint using

queuing theory; as we will see, p/AHT is actually a reasonable definition for output when

considering output by either completed calls per time or marginal cost.

5.2.2 Cost objectives from queuing theory

To consider the the medium-term marginal costs of a service operation, we will approximate

the dynamics of the operation with the Erlang-C queueing model. In this case, we assume

marginal costs are proportional to the number of agents employed; thus, we assume that

agents can be scaled up or down through hiring / attrition in the medium termi, and that

fixed costs are neglected from the analysis. Therefore, we will ultimately look to minimize

the number of agents needed to sustain a given service level, which will typically be set by

managerial decision or regulation. For illustrative purposes, we assume a service level in

which the firm must answer 80% of the input calls within 20 seconds (in the case of the case

study at Atlantic energy, this service level is set by regulation).

With an assumed service level, we now use Erlang C to calculate the number of agents

needed to achieve the service level for a given input volume of calls. To begin, we assume

an exponential distribution on interarrival times for customers calling in given by:[4]

Pr(IA < t) = 1 - et/a

'This is a reasonable assumption due to the high turnover in call centers; lower staffing needs can generally

be met through attrition. This has other implications on service quality, however, and will be addressed

elsewhere.
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Under this assumption, the Erlang C model predicts the service level SL (percent of calls

answered under a given time TSL) for the operation given the input call volume (A), the

number of agents (or servers) available to handle the input volume (NA), and the average

time needed to serve a customer (AHT) with the following equations:

SL 1 - Ec(NA, ux) - e-(NA-u)TSL/AHT

where

U= A - AHT

p =UA/NA

EC (N, UA)fpoisson (NA Ix U)Ec (N 80,(NA)u=
foisson(NAIuA) + (1 - P)Foisson(NA - 1 u)

and foisson(xIA), Fpoisson(xIA) represent the Poisson probability density function and Poisson

cumulative distribution function, respectively.

Given this mathematical model, we can solve for the AHT corresponding to a given

service level as a function of the number of agents and the incoming call volume. A numerical

example of this is shown in Figure 5-2, assuming the 80/20 service level for various input call

volumes. While the Erlang C model is nonlinear in truth, Figure 5-2 shows an approximately

linear relationship between the number of agents needed to staff a customer care center and

the average handle time for the center for various center arrival rates. Furthermore, when

normalizing the results in Figure 5-2 by arrival rate, we find that the curves nearly collapse

onto a single curve, as shown in Figure 5-3. While the relationship shown in Figure 5-3 is

neither completely linear, nor completely independent of arrival rate, it does indicate that

the required staffing level (number of agents) normalized by arrival rate can be approximated

by a linear relationship with respect to average handle time, or NA/A ' Y - AHT for some

linear factor -y.

5.2.3 Output value equivalence

Given that staffing needs NA, and hence the marginal costs of the customer service center,

approximately go by NA/A .- AHT, the center will ideally operate at a condition that
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Figure 5-3: When normalized by arrival rate,
staffing curves in Figure 5-2 nearly collapse
onto a single, nearly linear curve

minimizes the staffing level with the objective:

min (-yA - AHT)

For a given arrival rate of unique customers Aunique, the arrival rate will be determined by

the fraction of calls that are successfully answered p as defined before. Given the dynamics

of rework depicted in 5-4, a customer entering the system has a probability p of being

successfully served and I--p of re-entering the system as rework; approximating p as constant

each iteration 2 , the number of resulting calls for a single unique customer is:

[1+ (1 - p) + (1 -_p) 2 + (1- p) 3 + ... ] = i/p

Therefore, the arrival rate into the system is approximated by A = Aunique/p and the objective

from before can now be given by:

min Aunsique AHT) oc min AHT
P P

by noting that -y and Aunique are nearly constant.
2This is not in general true, as p will tend to be conditional on previous attempts; however, for typical

values of p > .8, this is a reasonable approximation.
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Arrival Rate A ~ # Unique Customers
P p = probability of

being resolved,
which is -%FCR

NewProcess Served
Customers PCustomers

Rework- perhaps
multipletimes through!

Figure 5-4: Dynamics of rework creating a multiplier of 1/p on arrival rate of unique cus-

tomers; A = Aunique/p

Finally we compare our two separate definitions for the firm's objective and find that

they are notionally equivalent:

P. AH T
max AHT minA

Therefore, we now proceed with our analysis using p/AHT as our definition of output for

two reasons: 1) output is more intuitive as a maximization objective and 2) we will find that

p/AHT is numerically well-behaved compared to AHT/p.

5.3 Analytical Model for Incentive Mechanisms

5.3.1 Agent behavior and output

We begin with a simple one-action model for employee behavior; in this case, the employee's

lone decision is to pick the amount of time spent serving each customer;3 we pick the average

time the agent spends on actions serving the customer customer to be a, 4 which, in the single-

action model, will be equivalent to AHT. Next, we assume that the probability p of an agent

successfully serving a customer is monotonically increasing with a1 as given by a cumulative

distribution function. In this case, we further assume that that the probability of successfully

serving a customer p from before is dependent on the time the agent spends on the customer

such that p = Pr(success ai) = Fdf(a,). Brown (2005)[3] shows that this function follows a

3The ability to spend time on other activities, such as shirking work for personal time, is addressed later.
4We use a, to distinguish from other actions that will be introduced later.
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lognormal distribution; hence, we use in our model:

p = Fai(a1; y, a-) - [1+ erf (Ina, - )
2 _/_2o-) )I

where erf(x) is the Gauss error function and, for a mean time length m and variance v:

M 2V
1- = In , /- n o- = n (1 + 2

Finally, we combine this assumed distribution with the objective function of maxp/AHT

from before to define the output y the firm would like to incentivize:

F(akEA)

where a is the set of actions available to the agent, and akCA represents the actions that

add value, or are needed to successfully serve a customer. In this preliminary case for which

there is one action a, that is assumed to be in the value-adding set; output is simplified as:

Fai(ai; y, o-)

a,

The nature of this output is shown in Figure 5-5; clearly, this function is maximized for:

ay _ 1 Fa(ai) _ Fa,(a,) 02&a, a, 8a, al

We note that this output function is logarithmically concave with a unique optimal solution

that we would like to incentivize the agent to take, representing the optimal trade-off between

overservice (spending too much time on service with low return in quality) and underservice.

Using fai (ai) as the lognormal probability distribution function, we find this optimal solution

is a* satisfying:
fai(ai) __ Fa(ai)

a* a*2
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Figure 5-5: Agent objective output shows unique maximum that firm would like to maximize

with argmaxa(y) > m

5.3.2 Utility and risk attitude

We assume the existence of a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function u : R H-> R for the

agent in this model mapping the potential pay- and hence, the incentive metrics on which

pay is based- to an equivalent utility for the agent;5 given u(a) > u(b), the agent will prefer

a to b (a >- b). We further assume that the agent is risk-averse with concave, monotonically

increasing utility function u(x) on wealth x and that the agent has a constant absolute risk

aversion (CARA) utility function[22] such that:

d2u/dx2  constant
- ~= a =cntn

du/dx

where a is the Arrow-Pratt coefficient of absolute risk aversion. Finally, given these assump-

tions, we choose for our model an agent utility function of the form:

u(x) = 1 - e-

5Although each employee will have his or her own utility function, we will be developing representative

results with a single utility function in this case.
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Therefore, given a cumulative distribution function F : X 4 [0, 1] on the possible rewards

for the agent, the expected utility on the distribution of possible outcomes F is:

EF[U(X)] = u(x)dF(x)

Because of the risk aversion, the agent will prefer a certain outcome to an uncertain outcome

with the same expected value; that is EF(u(X)) < u(EF(x)). When considering alternative

payouts and incentive schemes in this model, we will determine the agent's preferences by

comparing expected utilities for the different distributions on potential outcomes; as before,

we say that the agent prefers distribution F to distribution G if EF(x) = U(F) > U(G)

EG(X).

5.3.3 Analysis of traditional incentive schemes and metrics

To begin, we would like to model an agent's response to a typical incentive scheme; in this

case, we use an incentive scheme based on the one used by Atlantic Energy in the case study,

from which a potential 10% salary bonus is available to agents who meet all objectives. In

particular, this incentive scheme has two characteristics common amongst service operations

organizations:

1. Cut-off on average handle time: The incentive scheme features a goal average handle

time such that agents only gain credit when meeting the goal time. In the case for

which agents have some uncertainty for their final AHT for the month, we hypothesize

that agents will aim lower than is optimal on AHT due to the drop-off in utility-

particularly when the agent is risk averse.

2. Quality monitoring: Clearly, time goals by themselves would incentivize an agent to

keep calls very short, possibly hanging up early on customers often, as has been ob-

served in other call centers in the past. Many customer care centers will randomly

sample a handful of calls for each agent during the month for quality assurance grad-

ing. Although basing goals entirely on quality could possibly lead to unreasonable

call times, an incentive mechanism that incorporates quality with AHT can lead to
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desired agent behavior. However, we hypothesize that quality in its current form may

be suboptimal if reward structures are nonlinear with success, as will be investigated

later.

The representative mechanism we will study assigns a bonus cash payment to agents that is

directly proportional to the total performance score achieved from AHT and quality; that

is, a total score of 8 out of 8 earns a 10% salary bonus while a score of 0 earns no bonus,

with all scores in between earning bonuses based on a linear scale between the two. In this

case, an agent receives half of her score from the AHT rating, and half of her score from the

quality rating as defined by the following criteria:

4 points AHT < goal
AHT Measurement

2 points AHT > goal

4 points 4 out of 4 correct calls

3 points 3 out of 4 correct calls

Quality Measurement 2 points 2 out of 4 correct calls

1 points 1 out of 4 correct calls

0 points 0 out of 4 correct calls

To consider these effects, we model the agent's utility as a function of the average handle

time that she aims for. To do this, we take the agent's utility and incentive structure as

previously defined and add one last enrichment to the model: We assume that an agent

choosing a target "effort" level d for the range of possible outputs shown in Figure 5-5 will

experience an actual AHT a1 where a, = ±1+6 with c being a random variable with a normal

distribution. This addition models the uncertainty an agent faces with respect to the actual

impact of the effort level she chooses.

With this in mind, we define the following model for incentive mechanisms: We assume

an agent receives a reward R based on the incentive scheme listed in the table above, and

we assume that R = R(ai) based on the output relationships from before. Specifically, for

this incentive scheme, we assume that:

1 1
R(a1|qj) = -qj + -(2 + 2(ai < Tgoai))

2 2
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where q represents the number of the 4 calls that passes the quality assurance and (a, < Tgoal)

is a logical expression that is 1 if true and 0 if false. We further assume that the PDF

distribution on a, given a1 is a normal distribution designated by:

exp(_ (a1-al)
2

pdf (a, a,) = h(aiati) = 2o2

o7 f2 * 7r

Finally, we assume that each potential outcome to the quality assurance check (e.g.

the number of correct calls observed) is dictated by a binomial distribution in which the

probability of a call being correct given time a, spent by the agent on the call is given by the

CDF distribution Fa, (a,) as before. Hence, for qj representing the quality score for i = 1..N

calls:

p(qilai) = ! Fal (ai) (1 - Fa (a,))N-qi
qj! (N - qi)!

Therefore, the expected utility an agent receives from this system for each target 61 is

given by:
+00

EU(at1) = u(R(a1|qj))h(a1|di)p(qjlai)dai

Given the uncertainty in actual a, compared to target di, the expected output that the

firm experiences is given by Ey(a 1 ) below. We assume the firm is risk-neutral, and thus that

the principal's utility is driven by Ey(di), less the utility of the bonus wage structure, which

we will address later.
+00

Fa (a)h(Id
Ey(O1) = I a,

-00

5.4 Numerical Results and Insights from Agent Deci-

sion Theory Analysis

Now that the model is complete, we are prepared to explore the combined impact of the

incentive scheme, service operation dynamics, and agent risk aversion on the agent's ultimate

choice of a target i. Here, we use the model to consider different issues that may arise in

such an incentive scheme to develop an intuition that will drive a set of recommendations
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Figure 5-6: A combination of time goal cut-off, uncertain performance measurement, and

agent risk places agent's optimal action choice below the firm's, underserving the customer

for completing step three of the thesis framework.

5.4.1 Impact of traditional incentive scheme on agent behavior

First, we plot numerical results for both the agent's expected utility Eu(Ci) and the firm's

expected economic output E,(d1 ) for the traditional incentive scheme described above; these

results are shown in Figure 5-6. In this case, the target cut-off in the incentive scheme is

placed exactly at the firm's optimal output, meaning that the reward structure is trying

to force the agent to target the firm's optimal AHT. However, as Figure 5-6 shows, the

uncertainty in both the system and the performance measurement scheme, combined with

a goal time cut-off, places the agent's maximum utility at an lower AHT than the firm's

optimal AHT. Thus, a utility-maximizing agent will underserve the customer in response to

such an incentive scheme.
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increasing QA checks slightly
decreases agent's optimal AHT,

1 but stops decreasing after a small
number of QA checks is reached

0.8
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Figure 5-7: Agent's optimal AHT very slightly decreases with an increase number of QA
checks, but quickly approaches a limit

5.4.2 Impact of number of QA checks

One characteristic of the incentive scheme we would like to study is the quality assurance

process set up to prevent agents from keeping call length unreasonably short. We previously

showed that the number of calls an agent "passes" out of a total N calls follows a binomial

distribution. Interestingly, we find that for a small number of quality assurance checks,

agents will actually increase AHT to avoid missing one of the calls, in the case that QA

and the goal time cut-off are given equal weight in the incentive scheme. For a modest

number of QA checks, however, the agent's utility quickly approaches a limit representing

the utility the agent would derive from an incentive scheme in which every calls was sampled

and checked; this is shown in Figure 5-7. Although it may seem counterintuitive that the

number of checks driving the binomial distribution would have such a low impact on the

agent's response, the expected utility does not vary greatly for modest levels of risk aversion,

if the value assigned to each call scales linearly with the number of calls (e.g. an agent gets

full credit for passing all calls, half credit for passing half of the calls, no credit for passing

none of the calls, and so on).
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The true cost of a small number of quality assurance call checks, however, is not in its

impact on expected utility, but on the way that quality assurance tends to operate when

fewer calls are used. Through the employee interviews at Atlantic Energy, we made two

discoveries. First, customer service representatives do not like the idea of having only a few

calls sampled to determine their quality assurance score, as the risk of having the occasional

bad call sampled- and hence costing them part of their monthly bonus- in unsatisfactory,

and creates the tension shown in Figure 5-7. Second, to address tension, managers tend

to provide leniency on the quality monitoring checks, inflating QA scores beyond levels

that would be expected given the actual first call resolution rates for the center. While

this prevents employee dissatisfaction over potentially having a poor call sampled, it has a

deleterious effect on quality incentives.

To demonstrate this, we consider several different scoring systems in our expected utility

incentive model, with results shown in Figure 5-8. Here, the four scenarios considered, all

with N = 4 sampled calls, are as follows in increasing order of leniency; they are identified

by Rq = (qo, q1 , q2, q3 , q4) where qi represents the "effective quality score" received for passing

i of the four calls.

* Baseline Case; Rq = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4): This is simply the baseline, linear QA incentive

structure from before; this is also the best option of the alternatives considered here,

as it pushes the agent's expected utility to be most in line with the firm's due to its

close tracking of the expected quality of service as a function of AHT.

" Minimum Reward; Rq =(2, 2, 2,3, 4): This nonlinear structure more closely represents

the structure that is explicitly in place at Atlantic energy, in which agents receive a

minimum of 2/4 for QA if falling below the lowest threshold.

" Leniency; Rq = (2,3,3,4,4): This nonlinear structure loosely represents the implicit

structure that results when managers display lenience on top of the Rq =(2, 2, 2, 3, 4)

structure from before. In this case, agents who miss just one call might be given a pass

from dropping down to the next level if they are "close," as has been suggested by the

empirical evidence collected during employee interviews in the case study.
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Figure 5-9: Less forgiving QA structure shifts
optimal agent target AHT higher, potentially

overshooting the firm's optimal AHT

* No accountability; Rq =(4, 4, 4,4, 4): This represents the extreme case in which quality

monitoring is so lenient as to be irrelevant; obviously, an agent in this case will maxi-

mize his or her bonus incentive by staying far from the AHT goal cut-off, resulting in

greatly underserved customers.

The results of this analysis using these alternative quality monitoring structures is shown

in Figure 5-8. Clearly, as quality monitoring becomes more lenient, agents are incentivized

to target a much lower AHT, widening the gap between the agent's optimal action and the

firm's optimal position. A convex, or flat incentive structure reduces or eliminates the risk

of losing points for low quality service, causing the agent to move farther away from the

AHT cut-off. Here, the linear payoff, which most closely represents true quality, provides

the highest target AHT, while the extreme lenient case results in the very behavior quality

monitoring is supposed to avoid, that is, agents maximizing the number of calls they cycle

through, perhaps by consistently hanging up early in the extreme case. Although agents will

have some utility in providing quality service that this model does not include, the agent

will still keep AHT artificially low to ensure the monthly salary bonus.

While nonlinear, lenient quality structures lead to underservice, steeper quality structures

have the opposite effect, as shown in Figure 5-9. Here, a less forgiving quality monitoring

structure causes agents to increase target AHT; however, as the structure becomes ever
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steeper, the optimal point overshoots the firm's optimal point entirely.

5.4.3 Misalignment of QA with performance

One last quality monitoring topic requires attention in this discussion; for this, we consider

the role of any performance metric in measuring agent effort. In the service operations we

are studying, as in many cases in which principal-agent problems arise, the firm is often

able to only measure a metric or indicator of an agent's performance, rather than the actual

output the firm would like to achieve. In this case, we would like to optimize the agent's

success rate in providing high satisfaction-yielding customer service correctly on the first call.

Because this cannot be measured directly, we use the sampling model in which a few calls

are recorded and listened to by managers to check for adherence to a given set of qualities

that the firm has deemed to make a high quality call.

While such a technique for quality monitoring is ubiquitous in such settings, and used at

Atlantic Energy, it has one major shortcoming: the standard checklist by which the agent's

call is graded is neither necessary nor sufficient to produce high-quality service as perceived

by the customer. For example, standard quality monitoring may grade the employee on

correctly using the customer's name, asking the customer certain questions, using certainty

phrases, and many other cues that, while not unhelpful, may not contribute to quality service.

Such a checklist makes the process objective, but may also make it counterproductive.

Homstrom and Milgrom[13] study a problem in which an agent is measured by a standard

that differs from actual output. If one set of actions represents the checklist by which an

agent is measured, and another set of actions represents the customer's perception of quality

service, and each set is thought of as a mathematical vector in an abstract sense, then

the weight that the firm should give to the metric when assigning an incentive structure is

proportional to the alignment of the two sets (or mathematically, the cosine between the two

vectors). While a firm can give heavy weight to aligned metrics, almost no weight should be

given to misaligned metrics.

In such a search for objective quality measurements in service operations, in contrast to

manufacturing operations, the quality monitoring checklists used are often at least moder-

ately misaligned with customer-perceived quality. At Atlantic Energy, this resulted in two
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different outcomes: quality assurance scores that were much higher than those predicted

by first contact resolution measurements, and the implicitly lenient grading scales studied

above, both of which work to lower quality.

5.4.4 Impact of other factors in basic model

Before extending the model to include shirking, we quickly consider a few other factors:

" Risk Aversion: In the baseline case, the amount of risk aversion does not have a strong

impact on the agent's optimal choice; however, this will not be the case when actions

with no uncertainty in utility outcome, such as shirking, enter the picture.

" Balance between quality and time goals: In the previous case, the time goal and quality

goal were given equal weight in the incentive structure. Clearly, if the time goal is

de-emphasized in favor of the quality goal, agent target AHT will increase while the

opposite will be true if quality is de-emphasized in favor of the time goal. While it may

be tempting use this as a lever to move agent behavior around, doing so in practice

has limited effectiveness when the firm's target AHT is not known for each agent.

5.4.5 Guarding against shirking and multi-task misalignment

While we have only considered a single value-adding action until this point, agents have the

ability to choose between providing value-adding actions and non-value adding actions at

work. When a worker slacks on his or her assignment, output and firm value decrease, but

the agent's own utility may increase if he or she gains utility from slacking; furthermore, this

effect may be exasperated under risk aversion, as slacking is often a sure reward, compared

to a lottery of reward attached to nondeterministic output of value-added tasks.[5] In a call

center, for example, agents may take extra time between calls or when customers are on hold

for extra personal time, particularly when weak controls on AHT are in place.

To consider the impact of slacking, we enrichen our model from before to add a second

action a 2 representing time spent not working. We assume that the agent's AHT is now

a, + a 2 and that the agent's utility includes a term that is proportional to a 2 ; however, we
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assume that the probability of successfully serving a customer is still a function of a1 alone.

Thus we assume the following changes to our previous model:

" Output now takes the following form:

Fa, (ai; p, -)
a, + a 2

" The agent's reward structure after slacking now takes the following form for some

added slack time a2 and some value of slacking VIack to the agent (note that while a1

is still nondeterministic based on some probability distribution, a 2 is deterministic):

1 1
R(a1|qj) = qj + 1(2 + 2(a1 + a 2 <Tga;)) + vslacka2

" h(aI ai) is the same as before as a 2 is set with certainty by the agent

* p(qjjai) is also the same as only value-adding actions (ai) impact the probability of

satisfying a given customer

* Expected firm output Ey and expected agent utility Eu are then as follows:

+0o

E,(1, 2) fFal (a,) h(a1|i)dai
J a, + a 2

-00

+0

Eu (et1, a2) =7 u(R(ai , a2 jqj))h(a1|jdi)p(qjjai)dai

We now model two cases to consider the impact of an agent's ability to slack. In the

first case, we model a lower AHT target (1.25 as before) corresponding to the a1 target the

firm would like the agent to take. Here, we see that the agent derives more utility from not

slacking (a 2 ) than from slacking, and the agent's optimal action remains the same as before.

However, in the second case, we increase the target AHT (to 1.75), as a manager might be

tempted to from our previous results showing that the agent's behavior can be brought up

closer to the firm's optimal target this way; this is shown graphically in the model results in
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Figure 5-10. However, when the agent has the ability to slack, he or she finds that it is more

optimal to fill extra time with slacking rather than increasing a1 . In this case, the agent's

choice of target a, remains low, and the firm experiences a reduced output curve as well,

leading to lower firm output, rather than higher as intended. This is shown graphically in

Figure 5-11 using numerical results from the model.

Therefore, while the current incentive scheme is suboptimal in the agent's average time

spent on value-adding activities, increasing the goal AHT in the incentive structure alone

may not shift the agent's optimal action to a higher value-added AHT, as slacking to fill in

the added time may provide a higher expected utility.

5.5 Application of Insights from Theoretical Results

To conclude the discussion of incentive alignment in service operations, we draw together

the results of our agency incentive model to develop a few conclusions:

* First, we recognize that firm value, as measured by either a reduction in the needed

headcount for a given service level or the number of correctly serviced customer inter-

actions per unit time, is largely a function of the agent's success rate and the average

time spent handling each call. If the success rate is a monotonically increasing function
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of the amount of value-added time spent on each interaction, with a limit of unity, then

there will be a tradeoff between losing value from being too slow and losing value from

not delivering reasonable quality; there will furthermore be an optimal point at which

an agent provides high quality service without overserving, in which there will be little

marginal benefit to quality.

* Time-based goals introduce an incentive structure that will clearly act to keep agents

below a given threshold; however, even when the target time is set exactly at the firm's

optimal value, the dynamics of a rational agent's utility-maximizing process will tend

to cause the agent to underserve the customer relative to the firm's optimal target.

" While time-based goals are imperfect when the optimal AHT is known, they can lead

to even more suboptimal behavior when the optimal AHT is unknown, as is often the

case in practice. Setting a target AHT too low will exasperate customer underserving;

however, if the target AHT is increased to entice an agent to spend more value-added

time on each customer, the temptation to slack grows larger as the target AHT is

increased beyond the firm's optimal value.

" Sampling-based quality monitoring loses effectiveness as the checklist upon which a

customer interaction is graded is less-aligned with the actual requirements of an in-

teraction that is perceived to be high-quality by the customer. When it is difficult

to objectively measure the value of a randomly-sampled call, it may be important

to add a component of the quality monitoring incentive to either be based more on

actual output, such as a measure of first contact resolution, or to make quality assess-

ment more subjective in nature and dictated by management via concepts in relational

contracts. [2]

* Quality monitoring is most effective in driving up quality when it is strict, and when the

payoff is linear with respect to measured performance. Leniency in quality monitoring

incentivizes underserving of customers, as does a scoring system that does not drive

the score to zero as fewer customers are not properly served. Although an increase in

the number of sampled calls may be necessary for the agent to feel the system is fair,
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the ability to grade strictly based on outcome with no safety net in the payoff scale

will lead to more optimal behavior.
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Chapter 6

Creating a Culture of

Experimentation and Organizational

Learning

Relational contracts to incentivize discovery at all levels of the

enterprise

Create a culture of
experimentation and learning

Align metrics and incentives with process-
improving behavior

Update process to reflect drivers of service quality and
cost

Determine drivers of service quality by linking process data to
customer feedback

Figure 6-1: Step 4 of thesis framework

After the first three steps of the framework, the key drivers of service quality have been

identified, processes have been redesigned to provide the best supporting structure for em-

ployees, and incentive mechanisms have been set to align employee behavior with outputs

that are important for accomplishing these goals. In the fourth step, we consider the chal-
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lenge of tying these steps together through iteration and experimentation using relational

contracts and informal incentive mechanisms, rather than formal control as before.

6.1 Organizational Learning Revisited

A common theme throughout this thesis has been the philosophy taken from Spear[27] that

exceptional service operations cannot be merely designed, but rather must be discovered

through experimentation. Practically, this means studying existing problems in the pro-

cesses in question, developing hypotheses for ways in the system can be improved, and then

carrying out changes- perhaps in pilot groups- to test out new improvements to the system.

This requires a number of relationships between stakeholders at different levels within the

organization; an example of the many parties needed to sustain a learning organization can

be illustrated by the following steps involved in testing a new idea:

1. Change management determines a potential improvement to the process.

2. Senior management gives permission to change managers to test changes to the process.

3. Front-line management asks workers to alter work methods from standard work to test

new process.

4. Sufficient data is collected to determine effectiveness of new process.

5. Entire process is repeated.

However, the practical application of tying together these multiple levels to achieve ex-

perimentation in an organization presents several challenges. In practice, experimenting in

an organization requires senior managers to allow front-line, operational managers to plan

and test changes in the company's operations, and requires front-line employees to carry

out work that differs from standard work correctly to ascertain the impact of the changes

in question. While the process is straightforward, it necessarily requires multiple levels of

trust to succeed. Managers must sacrifice some performance in the short-run in order to

experience improved performance in the long-run, as illustrated in Figure 6-2.
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The challenges arise as managers need to trade short-term performance for long-term

performance in an environment where results are uncertain; specifically, the experiment may

yield poor results, and due to the private information held by each party, it is difficult

to know for sure if the failure was caused by poor decisions by managers, poor execution

by front-line managers, insufficient effort or mistakes by front-line employees, or just bad

luck in picking a reasonable change that didn't work as anticipated. Unfortunately, while

formal incentive mechanisms worked for the problems of effort alignment seen in Chapter

5, they are necessarily unable to do so in this situation, in which the desired output of a

learning effort is very much subjective in nature. In this case, formal, objective controls

will not be able to guide the behavior needed at every level of the organization; instead,

the desired organizational behavior requires actions driven by relationships and subjective

incentive mechanisms instead. To approach this, we will take a different approach from that

in Chapter 5, and will approach the problem with the idea of subjective relational contracts

instead.

Mechanism Design > Framework Step 3
Objective Cont

Game Theory
sb ective Control

Relational Contracts > Framework Step 4

6.2 Relational Contracts: Theory and Literature

One way to consider the challenges present in operational experimentation is through rela-

tional contracts. [9] In contrast to the formal incentive and control structures discussed in

Chapter 5, a relational contract is "a shared understanding of parties' roles in and rewards

from collaboration, so rooted in the details of the parties' relationship that it cannot be

shared with a court." [9] That is, rather than relying on formal measurements and reward

structures, a relational contract allows a mutual relationship to proceed between two parties

based on discretion and reputation instead. In another work,[8] Gibbons and Henderson ex-
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Output I

Taking effort away from Shift in curve
process decreases short- represents new

run output, but innovation process or methods
leads to higher output

I I
I I

Agent Effort
Effort DAdicated Effort

to Process Dedicated to
Innovation

Figure 6-2: Trading off short-term performance for experimentation leads to increasing firm

capability, maximizing long-term output

pand on this idea to develop a hypothesis for the reason that "Seemingly Similar Enterprises"

(SSE) experience "Persistent Performance Differences" (PPD). They claim that one reason

some organizations are observed to outperform others like them in practice is the ability of

these organizations to build and maintain such relational contracts. These relationships, in

turn, allow the organizations to maintain high performance work systems and solve problems

with long-term results in mind rather than succumbing to short-term pressures; indeed, these

are characteristics that would be nearly impossible to incentivize with only formal controls

and objective, court-enforceable contracts, hence requiring trust-based relational contracts

to exist.

While relational contracts allow for subjective metrics and agreements that could not

be enforced by a court, this lack of formal control gives rise to a credibility problem; that

is, such an agreement gains flexibility at the expense of an explicit, enforceable contract.

Gibbons and Henderson model this using the "trust game" described by Kreps;[17] this

game is diagrammed in Figure 6-3. In the simplest version of this game, the first player

chooses either to trust the second player, and hence begin a relationship; in this case, the
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Player 1

Not trust Trust

Player 2

(PP)
Honor Betray

D>C>P.>S
D =Defection payout (CC) {SD)
C = Cooperate payout
P = Punishment payout (no relationship)
S = Sucker payout

Figure 6-3: The trust game (Kreps, 1990)[17],
(Gibbons,2012) [9]

used to model relational contracts

relationship must be initiated by trust due to lack of formal control that would be possible

by an objective, court-enforceable agreement. Player 2 then has the option to honor the

agreement, in which both players receive the "cooperative" payout (C), or betray it, in

which case Player 2 receives the higher "defection" payout (D) and Player 1 receives the

much lower "sucker" payout (S). If the players choose not to trust each other, perhaps due to

a prior defection, there is no relationship and both players receive the neutral "punishment"

payout, which is assumed to be lower than the "cooperative" payout that would be achieved

under a working relationship. However, the "punishment" payout (P) is still assumed to be

higher than the "sucker" payout. When the game is played just once, backward induction will

present the equilibrium solution. Player 2's highest payoff comes from selecting "betray" and

Player 1, seeing this outcome, will hence choose not to trust, and therefore no relationship

will be started when only one interaction is planned.
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6.3 Application of Relational Contracts to Organiza-

tional Learning

To apply the trust game to an organization attempting to conduct experiments, we model

Player 1 as the front-line manager and Player 2 as the agent conducting the experiments.

Because actions needed to experiment in an organization require a shared understanding

that cannot be written into an employee contract- such as the freedom to deviate from the

specified process and reduce output to put time toward executing the changed process and

collecting results- forming the needed relationship will require a degree of trust from both

parties. The manager must trust that the front-line worker will take the effort to follow the

new process with fidelity- perhaps at the expense of performance metrics- and will not take

advantage of the newly introduced leniency. At the same time, the front-line worker must

trust that the manager will act fairly, excusing any potential drops in performance or failed

experiments and rewarding the employee when innovation is achieved, rather than using the

results to make the employee worse off than if the experiment had failed. Thus, both parties

in the relational contract will play the role of both Player 1 and Player 2 with opportunities

to cooperate, defect, and punish defection with future non-cooperation; examples of such

actions in sustaining a learning organization are shown in Table 6.1, and examples of such

payouts from Figure 6-3 are shown in Table 6.2

While we have demonstrated the equilibrium of the single-shot game to result in non-

cooperation, as is indeed observed in many cases in organizations, Gibbons has shown that,

when the game is infinitely repeated (or repeated many times without a known ending),

reputation concerns and the shadow of the future can sustain cooperation. For an interest

rate r by which each player discounts future payouts, Gibbons shows that a cooperative

relationship can be sustained if:

1+-C > D + -P
r r

The expression below states that the present value of cooperation in every game is worth more

than a defection today plus the present value of no cooperation (mutual punishment) forever,
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Front-Line Worker

Cooperate: Defect: Punish: (in response to defection)

" Follow specified process e Do not follow process * Do not contribute to experi-

changes accurately * Take advantage of leniency ments / innovation in proces

* Take appropriate time to slack on work * Only do work as measured by

needed to carry out experi- metrics

ment and innovate

Manager

Cooperate: Defect: Punish: (in response to defection)

* Use leniency in judging em- e Raise performance criteria e Refuse to experiment or test

ployee performance after experimentation additional process changes

* Reward employees who inno- * Punish workers for failed ex- * Take away employee empow-

vate periments erment through additional

" Pass company gains on to * Do not reward appropriate automation

employees worker effort * Enforce metrics and mea-
surements harshly

Table 6.1: Actions of cooperation, defection, and punishment in manager-worker relational

contracts in service operations experimentation

if the inequality holds. While this clearly assumes both players employ a "grim-trigger"

strategy in which both cooperate until one defects, after which mutual non-cooperation

exists forever, it is instructive in showing the general conditions under which cooperation

is possible. The expression can be reduced to r < (C - P)/(D - C), demonstrating that

cooperation is sustained when players are sufficiently patient (small r), and when the benefits

from cooperation (C - P, or the value of cooperation above punishment or non-cooperation)

is large compared to the temptations of defection (D - C, or the value of defection above

cooperation). Therefore, while both parties may have something to gain from improving the

organization through experiments, achieving sustained cooperation in the absence of formal

contracts requires that the benefits are a substantial enough improvement on the status

quo for both parties to avoid "defections" such as workers slacking off, or managers halting

experiments and punishing workers for not meeting their typical metrics. This will be the

difference between organizations that are able to sustain such a culture and those that don't

even begin for fear of lacking credibility in its institution.

Furthermore, the challenge does not stop at the interaction between change managers
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Agent
Payoff "C" (Cooperation):

" Performance bonuses for contributing to
innovation and increasing firm value

" Benefits of higher firm performance passed
down in form of improved salary or work-
ing condition

" Increased job satisfaction from improved
operations

Payoff "D" (Defection):

* Temporarily benefit from decreased work
intensity

" Avoid uncomfortable situation or report-
ing poor results

" Decrease work difficulty

Payoff "S" (Sucker):

" Lose out on improved pay or working con-
ditions after contributing to improvement
efforts

" Face tougher metrics or standards after
helping to improve operations

Payoff "P" (Punishment):

" Decreased opportunities for improved op-
erations, job satisfaction, or empowerment

" Stricter working environment and harsher
enforcement of metrics

" Formal punishment or job termination

Middle-Manager
Payoff "C" (Cooperation):

* Higher operational performance

" Improved understanding of process behav-
ior

" Higher employee satisfaction and reten-
tion

Payoff "D" (Defection):

" Decrease costs of salary, performance, or
overhead

" Create reputation for toughness to influ-
ence future agent behavior

" Use improved operations to increase em-
ployee's work intensity

Payoff "S" (Sucker):

" Lower worker productivity and output as
result of employee slacking

" Receive unreliable results from experi-
ments that hinder improvement efforts

Payoff "P" (Punishment):

" Decreased opportunities for improved op-
erations

" Less leniency in defining standard work,
employee appeals to union rules and for-
mal employment standards

" Human Resources complaints

" Lower employee satisfaction, retention,
and productivity
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Middle-Manager

Cooperate: Defect: Punish: (in response to defection)

" Run the best experiments o Select projects by personal o Do not run experiments or

that most efficiently use com- preference rather than firm devote effort to organiza-

pany resources benefit tional improvement

" Do not conduct low-quality o Use "experiments" as ex- o Maximize performance solely

experiments cuse for regularly poor per- based on KPIs- even if flawed

" Faithfully report all results formance * Quit position

Senior Manager

Cooperate: Defect: Punish: (in response to defection)

" Use leniency in judging man- o Punish managers for failed o Refuse to allow future exper-

ager performance during ex- experiments iments

periments o Do not reward appropriate o Enforce KPIs and perfor-

* Reward managers who inno- effort mance measures harshly

vate o Cut funding o Fire manager / only hire "by

" Budget resources in support the book" managers

of organizational learning

Table 6.3: Actions of cooperation, defection, and punishment in manager-manager relational

contracts in service operations experimentation

and front-line workers. In many organizations, including Atlantic Energy based on our ob-

servations, the relationship between senior managers and the front-line managers may be

just as challenging, or even more so. In this case, middle managers face intense pressure

from metrics and key performance indicators used by senior management to judge perfor-

mance, and may be wary of conducting experiments that might fail. On the other hand,

senior managers may worry that softening the hard edge of performance measurement may

cause middle managers to conduct pet projects that do not use the company's resources

in the most efficient manner, or that softer performance measurement may cause middle-

managers to be risk-seeking as they face a convex payout from leniency on missed targets,

but potential recognition and promotions for success. Examples of this game are laid out

in Table 6.3. Indeed, this issue is similar to the agency issue that occurs between managers

and shareholders as well, but such a game has received much attention in the past[1] and is

not developed in detail here.

We have shown that cooperation may be sustainable if the interactions happen on a
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continual basis for an indeterminate amount of time (i.e. "infinitely" repeated game in which

the discount rate includes players' beliefs on when the game will end); however, sustaining a

relational contract to maintain an environment of organizational learning faces at least three

major challenges: 1 credibility, clarity, and uncertainty.

1. Credibility: Credibility asks "Do I trust you?" and is modeled in this case by the

dynamics of the trust game. Each party must trust that the other will faithfully

uphold his or her end of the relationship for the relational contract to be sustained,

otherwise defection and mutual punishment will ultimately take over the game.

2. Clarity: Clarity asks "Do I understand what you are promising?" and captures the

difficulty in both parties understanding exactly what it means to cooperate or defect.

Indeed, given the subjective nature of relational contracts in the first place, it is nearly

impossible to explicitly state what it means to trust the other player or honor an

agreement, and it is equally difficult to know what the other party is promising with

such agreements as "I will be lenient with performance measurement if you try out

this new process"- what does lenient mean in this case? For this reason, problems of

credibility are compounded as players may be unsure what is being agreed on in the

first place.

3. Uncertainty: Although not previously listed in the same vein as credibility and clarity

by Gibbons, one final challenge we wish to address is uncertainty, or "How do I know

whether the outcome reflected your actions?" Experiments are expected to occasion-

ally fail or produce unexpected results; however, because the actions of workers and

managers are rarely measurable or observable, it is often very difficult to know if the

results of a project are due to the process changes not producing a desirable output-

which is very valuable to know- or due to a mistake or sub-standard effort by the

manager or worker involved (which we have deemed a "defection" thus far).

While we have shown how reputation and the expectation of future rewards can incen-

tivize cooperation to overcome the credibility problem, the combination of all three problems

'The first two of which, credibility and clarity, were originally described by Gibbons
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makes organizational learning a difficult relational contract to sustain. When poor results

happen, and it is not possible to distinguish the root cause between poor process and poor

effort, a policy that is too lenient will invite defection (slacking or irresponsible project se-

lection), and any policy that is too strict will assure non-cooperation. Indeed, the classic

grim-trigger strategy in relational contracts assures cooperation cannot be sustained when

a "non-cooperative" result may happen inadvertently, and the lost future value ensures co-

operation may not even be sustained from the beginning of the relationship. In the same

fashion, confusion on what is promised- the clarity problem- may just as easily be mistaken

for a credibility breakdown, much in the same way that uncertainty may be confused for a

defection. Considering this more advanced problem, therefore, will require a more advanced

technique.

6.4 Sustaining Relational Contracts with Issues of Cred-

ibility and Uncertainty

We will now enrich our model to consider relational contracts for which issues of credibility,

clarity, and uncertainty must all be addressed to sustain a cooperative, learning environ-

ment. Because the ongoing relationship happens nearly continuously, and both parties make

nearly simultaneous decisions to trust, honor, or betray each other, we simplify the rela-

tional contract from before and consider it as a repeated prisoner's dilemma game (rather

than the sequential trust game) as shown below. In this case, we consider the two-person,

simultaneous game in which players have the same actions described in Tables 6.1 and 6.3

previously; however, decisions to trust / honor and defect / punish happen at nearly the

same time, so we collapse the game to the repeated prisoner's dilemma shown in Table 6.4.

In this repeated game, we are most interested in finding policies or strategies for each

player that ensures long-term cooperation between parties to sustain the relational contract,

even when faced with issues of credibility and clarity; here, we define a policy to be the

action that an agent takes based on both her current state and her belief as to the action

the other players will take given their current states. Mathematically, we define a policy 7i
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Principal
Trust / Honor Defect / Punish

i Trust / Honor C , C S ,D

o Defect/ Punish D ,S P, P

Table 6.4: Actions of cooperation, defection, and punishment in manager-manager relational

contracts in service operations experimentation

by the action a2 agent i takes out of the set of all available actions A given the agent's state

si, the other players' states s_j, and the agent's belief of the other player's strategic policy

Ti ; thus, ai wi(si, sj, 7-i). In this case, finding policies that sustain mutual cooperation

leads to an organization in which the different levels of stakeholders (agents, managers, and

senior managers) maintain working relationships that facilitate experimentation and trade

off short-term gains for greater long-term gains. If all players are rational, utility-maximizing

agents, such a relationship is sustained only in the case in which a Bayesian Nash Equilibrium

(BNE) is sustained, for which each player has chosen a strategy that maximizes her payoff

from the relationship give her belief of the other players' private information and actions.

Again mathematically, the agent's optimal strategic policy -F* assuming reward function Ri

is given by:

7* (si, s_j, -j) = argmax Pr(s'la, si, s_j, w-i)Ri(s', s_i)
acA(s) e'

Therefore, a Bayes Nash Equilibrium is achieved for:

w;(si, sj, 7*) = * i(sa, si, 7)

6.4.1 Modeling relational contracts with Markov Decision Pro-

cesses

We now proceed by attempting to determine the existence of BNEs for the game in Table

6.4 that will allow for sustained cooperation in the face of credibility issues and uncertainty,

noting that while multiple BNEs may exist for a given repeated game, we will attempt to find

the relational contract sustained with the mutual policies yielding the highest expected payoff

for all stakeholders. For this, we now model each player as a rational, utility-maximizing
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autonomous agent, and we model the game as a 1st order nondeterministic Markov Decision

Process (MDP) as shown in Figure 6-4. Here, we define four discrete mutual states for the

game depending on the combined level of cooperation for each player (the four states are the

four combinations possible when each player may "cooperate", given by a perceived act to

trust or honor, or "defect", given by a perceived act to defect or punish; hence, <cooperate,

cooperate>, <cooperate, defect>, <defect, cooperate>, <defect, defect>). We distinguish

between the four combined states representing the perceived final state after each player

acts, and the actions of "cooperate" or "defect" to make explicit the cases in which a player

may choose to cooperate in the relational contract, but for which the stochastic nature of

the process leads to an unfavorable result that would be perceived as indistinguishable from

a defection by the other player, allowing the model to represent uncertainty in the game. Of

course, we assume that the states are observable in this case and represent the signals each

party receives, while the actions of each party are private, so that if an unfavorable result

occurs, the other player cannot tell which action was taken.

Given these four mutual states and two actions, the game's dynamics are shown by the

MDP in Figure 6-4. Here, Player 1, which we take to be the agent, chooses an action; if

the agent chooses to cooperate, the principal (or manager) perceives a result looking like a

cooperation with probability p and perceives a result looking like a defection with probability

1 - p. The ultimate state at the end of this transition, however, depends not only on the

outcome of the agent's action as perceived by the principal, but on the principal's action as

perceived by the agent. If both actions are perceived to be cooperative, the mutual state

will transition to state < S, S > again; if the principal was perceived to defect, the new state

would be < S, D >. As an example, we show in Figure 6-4 the state transition dynamics

for the agent's cooperation succeeding with probability p, and the principal employing a

grim-trigger with nondeterministic effects.

Finally, we employ one last simplifying assumption for the case of this study; here, we

assume that the game is symmetric, such that the probabilities of inadvertently perceived

defection or poor outcomes are similar for each player, and the ratios between payouts such

as C, D, S, P are similar for each player as well. While this assumption is reasonable for the

relational contract described above for a learning organization, the methods in this thesis
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Trust / Honor Principal Defect / Punish

p p
R(C,C) =C C R(C,D) S

1-p
D.'

Cp
ae 1-p

11-p

C C 1 -p
C C/D Credibility

p ~ Uncertainty, Clarity

R(D,C) D D D R(D,D) =P

1-p
U(D) > U(C) > U(P) > U(S)

Figure 6-4: Relational contract as a two-person simultaneous repeated game modeled by a

nondeterministic Markov Decision Process

can be extended to consider cases in which the game is moderately to severely asymmetric;

because the purpose of this analysis is insight and discussion, we have not included it here.

We now proceed with the MDP which, by definition, is a finite-state process in which

transitions between states are dictated by both a finite set of actions (in this case, cooperate

and defect) and probabilistic transitions based on the actions. An MDP follows the Markov

property, in which the following state only depends on the last state and the action taken:

Pr(st41|si:t,ai:t) = Pr(st+1ixt, at)

The conditional distribution of the next state based on all past states and actions is only

governed by the last state and action. In a similar fashion here, we assume that each players

action, and the resulting shift in the state of cooperation during the game, depends only on

the last state of cooperation. This is not a limitation for any candidate strategies depending

on more than the last state, as any process depending on the last n states can be formed as

an nth order MDP, which may always be equivalently written as a first order MDP by, for

example, defining a state as a sequence of two different states.
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One key consideration of an MDP is that it only models a single player making moves

at a time; however, this is not a limitation for our purposes of finding BNE. In this case,

we assume a policy for the second player, that is, the action the second player will take for

each state he may find himself in is set ex ante. Of course, we subject the second player

to the same stochastic element on actions described before, such that a policy that dictates

a cooperative move may end in defection unintentionally, but by assuming a policy for the

second player, the MDP can be described completely in terms of conditional transitions and

action of the first player alone. Given that the states for both players si and s-i have become

a joint state that is entirely defined by si, and that the other player's policy 7-i is uniquely

defined ex ante, the policies from before simplify to:

ai= ?Ti(si, s-i, 7ri) = ri (si)

and:

r* (s) =argmax Pr(s'la, s)R(s')
acA(s) e'

for which the BNE is given by:

77 (Si) = -r* i(S-0) = 7*(S)

As a result, the solution to the MDP (the optimal policy for the first player given the

policy assumed for the second player) is only relevant if they are the same, which signals

a BNE as desired. By checking each candidate policy (in this case, 24 = 16 candidate

strategies), the policies forming BNE can be tracked and sorted by the resulting lifetime

expected value to determine the best mutual outcome.

To find the optimal policy r*(s) for the repeated game, we find the action at each state

s that maximizes the total expected utility gained over all of time t = 0... 00 given the

other player's strategy 7rTi(s) = r(s) by symmetry. We define the total expected utility of
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executing a policy 7 starting in state s with discount y: 2

U'r(s) = E 1-'R(st)
t=0

If the utility of each state is found, then given that the probability distribution of tran-

sitioning to a new state s given the current state s and action a is P(s'la, s), the optimal

policy is simply given by:

wr*(s) = argmax U7(s) = argmax Pr(s'la, s)R(s')
aEA(s) s'

which we see is simply the definition of the optimal policy from before. This gives the

action for each state that maximizes expected utility of the subsequent states. The optimal

utility function can be found iteratively through dynamic programming using Bellman's

Equation.[24] To do this, the initial utility UO(s) is given by the intrinsic reward at each

state (e.g. R(C, C) = C; R(C, D) = S), and then values are iteratively updated by:

Uk+1(s) = R(s) + -y max E Pr(s'la, s)Uk(s')
acA(s)

This continuously looks ahead one step and defines the utility of a state as the sum of

its intrinsic reward and the discounted expected value of the state with the highest expected

utility that it is able to transition to through one of the actions available. Contraction is

proven to hold for this operator, meaning that it will eventually converge to the optimal

utility for each state if the discount is less than unity. The optimal strategy (policy) is then

simply the action in each state that gets to the state with the highest expected utility of the

states that are reachable from the current state.

Intuitively, modeling the repeated game as a MDP means the following: If we map out

all the states of interaction between the two players, and define the probability distribution

for a player transitioning from one state of cooperation to the next for each action, holding

the action that the opponent will take from that state fixed, then Bellman's Equation will

2The discount -y is the ratio of the value of a reward in game iteration t + 1 to the value of the same

reward in t
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iteratively update the expected value of each state by looking one step ahead and adding

the expected value of the next state over all possible non-deterministic transitions. Further,

these values for each state will converge to the optimal expected value of each state, allowing

for the optimal policy of one player to be determined given the policy that the other player

is using. If the two policies match, then a BNE has been found; thus, the problem reduces

to searching through all possible policies to find the ones that form equilibrium, and then

sorting them by the policies with the highest expected optimal utility U'* (s) for the expected

starting state s; in this investigation, we started from the state of mutual cooperation.

6.4.2 Analytical results for Bayesian Nash Equilibrium

Using Bellman's Equation to solve the MDP representing our repeated games as described

above, we have determined the best BNE for the players as a function of both the discount

factor and the probability that mutual cooperation inadvertently breaks down; these results

are shown in Figure 6-5. In this case, given that each player has a probability p of successfully

cooperating when he intends to, the probability that at least one player inadvertently defects

under intended cooperation, potentially ruining cooperation, is 1 - p 2 . The best BNE is

defined as the equilibrium with the highest discounted expected value over all future time.

As seen in Figure 6-5, three different strategies may possibly form the optimal BNE

depending on the amount of uncertainty in the game. For very high levels of uncertainty,

when failure that is indistinguishable from betrayal or punishment is very likely, the optimal

strategy for each player is immediate, mutual defection in which no cooperation is ever sus-

tained. For intermediate levels of uncertainty, the optimal solution becomes a grim trigger

strategy, in which players cooperate until the first breakdown in cooperation, after which

cooperation ceases.3 Finally, for low to moderate levels of uncertainty, a "forgiveness" strat-

egy becomes optimal in which every deviation from cooperation- whether intended or not- is

met with one period of mutual punishment, followed by an attempted return to cooperation

(i.e. both players choose trust / honor). This strategy reduces the temptation of cheating

by including a period of punishment that ensures cooperation will be in the best interest of

3Note that while mutual defection is still a BNE in this case, it is no longer the optimal BNE as grim

trigger offers a higher expected value
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Figure 6-5: The optimal strategy resulting in the highest-valued BNE changes as the system

uncertainty and likelihood of poor results 1 - p 2 increases

Principal
Perceived State Trust / Honor Defect / Punish

Trust / Honor Cooperate Defect

Defect / Punish Defect Cooperate

Table 6.5: "Forgiveness" Strategy

each party, but allows for enough future value through the restoration of the relationship to

enable long-term cooperation. At the same time, cooperation is always easier to sustain at

greater levels of uncertainty as the discount rate -y increases; -y can be thought to increase

as players' patience increases, or the number and frequency of iterations increases. Matrices

describing these policies as a function of the four game states are shown in Tables 6.5, 6.6,

and 6.7.

Principal
Perceived State Trust / Honor Defect / Punish

Trust / Honor Cooperate Defect
W Defect / Punish Defect Defect

Table 6.6: Grim-Trigger Strategy

Principal
Perceived State Trust / Honor Defect / Punish
Trust / Honor = Defect Defect

Defect / Punish I Defect Defect

Table 6.7: Mutual Defection Policy
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Figure 6-6: Relational contract modeled by nondeterministic Markov Decision Process with

intermediate state of defection "M"

Extending the model

Finally, we consider the case in which the parties can remember more than one iteration of

the game at a time to allow for potentially more optimal strategies when more uncertainty

is introduced into the system. In this case, we consider the case in which players distinguish

between one or two consecutive breakdowns in the mutual relationship supporting learning,

with the thought that doing so may help sustain long-term cooperation even moreso than the

single period punishment (or "forgiveness") strategy did. To model this, we consider a third,

"Middle" state (M) between the original two states, representing the state players transition

to when they defect (intentionally or inadvertently) the first time and the other player is

uncertainty whether they intend to defect forever. Clearly, a player may transition to the

pure "Cooperate" or "Defect" states based on his or her next action and the stochastically

determined outcome. Payoffs for the intermediate state are the same as for the defect state, as

the intermediate state represents a defection; however, additional strategies are now possible

to deal with the uncertainty. The MDP that models this new case is shown in Figure 6-6.

Using dynamic programming as before, we find the optimal BNE for varying levels of
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Figure 6-7: Optimal BNE strategies with intermediate, "belief-based" state added

Principal Principal
C M D C M D

2 C Cooperate Defect Defect C Cooperate Defect Defect
i M Defect Cooperate Cooperate i M Defect Cooperate Defect
4 D Defect Cooperate Cooperate < D Defect Defect Cooperate

Table 6.8: 3x3 "Forgiveness" Strategy Table 6.9: "Cooperate on Diagonal" Strategy

uncertainty as before, and plot the results in Figure 6-7. We see that the new strategies

allowing the use of the intermediate state always do as good or better than the original

set of strategies, with the largest gains occurring for the range of 1 - p2 for which the

"forgiveness" strategy from before breaks down; here, a "cooperate on diagonals" strategy

or two-period punishment strategy emerges in which any perceived defection is met by two

periods of mutual punishment before returning to a state of cooperation.4 Intuitively, this

means that more uncertainty raises the temptation for cooperation breakdown as cheating

becomes more difficult to detect. Here, we allow for a longer period of mutual punishment

before returning to trust as a result.

The new optimal policies called out in Figure 6-7 are listed in Tables 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11

based on the new 3x3 state space described in Figure 6-6.

4The one exception is the case in which cooperating players are perceived to defect at the same time, in

which both will immediately return to cooperation
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Principal 
Principal

4J M D Prnia
C Cooperate Defect Defect C M D

M Defect Cooperate Cooperate Z C Cooperate Defect Defect
Q)I M Defect Defect Defect

D Defect Cooperate Defect M
- D Defect Defect Defect

Table 6.10: "Cooperate on Upper Diagonal" Table 6.11: 3x3 Grim-Trigger Strategy
Strategy

6.5 Conclusions

In response to the subjective, relational nature of incentive mechanisms needed to sustain

a learning organization, we have analyzed an organization's ability to sustain the relation-

ships needed for a culture of experimentation and discovery through the notion of relational

contracts. By modeling the relationships as an MDP, we have considered the ways in which

an organization can maintain informal controls dictating the needed tacit understandings

behind experimentation even in the face of problems of credibility, clarity, and uncertainty.

A few of the main ideas from our investigation are as follows:

" Understand what relational contracts are needed, and with whom they need to be built:

In this section, we applied the concept of relational contracts to at least two relation-

ships within the organization, namely, the interaction between managers and front-line

workers, and the interaction between senior managers and middle managers running

the operations. We traced out what roles and responsibilities each party may play in

the relationship via Krep's Trust Game in Tables 6.1, 6.2, 6.3. While the relational

contract will be unique for each organization that attempts to incorporate regular op-

portunities for learning into its operations, we believe that successful implementation

requires careful consideration of both relationships addressed here, and possibly others

as well depending on the organization in question.

" Although the agreement is informal and metrics are subjective, make the terms as

explicit as possible: While the issue of clarity negatively impacts the credibility of

both sides in a relationship, making the roles and responsibilities as explicit as possible

can combat clarity issues and support the needed relationships. Although agreements

cannot be objectively enforced, making roles and responsibilities clear will help each

side to have a basis for trusting the other.
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" Create opportunities for future value in the face of failed experiments with "forgive-

ness": When high-quality experiments are run with a reasonable likelihood of success,

the optimal Bayes Nash Equilibrium from our analysis demonstrated that a "forgive-

ness" or one-period punishment strategy can sustain cooperation without incentivizing

employees to take advantage of the leniency. While this strategy will neither directly

detect cheating by employees nor prohibit cheating from occurring, it will incentivize

employees to seek the rewards of the relational contract such as improved performance

pay, improved operations and working conditions, greater empowerment, and improved

job satisfaction. Thus, the incentives of long-term cooperative payouts will outweigh

not only the short-term temptations to betray, but the fear of losing the relational

contract as well, as the BNE ensures each party will pick up the cooperation after the

"cooling off" period following a failed experiment or perceived failure in cooperation.

" Run the highest-quality experiments possible (maximize probability p of success): Clearly,

a firm benefits the most when the highest-quality experiments with the highest like-

lihood of successfully improving firm operations are run. However, our results have

shown that, as p decreases, we not only lose firm value but get closer to a threshold be-

yond which the relational contract cannot be sustained long-term, and the cooperation

holding the learning organization together breaks down altogether, resulting in a strict

adherence to formal rules and the typical "us versus them" mentality seen too often

in the principal-agent dynamics of service operations. While the occasional high risk,

high reward experiment is acceptable, attempting too many will lead to too high of a

temptation for defection (or perceived defection by the employees) if the poor success

rate deflates the reward of cooperation compared to short-term defection.

" Keep the process of experimentation frequent, with smaller, higher probability experi-

ments if possible: Running frequent experiments has many structural advantages over

larger, higher-risk experiments when only considering the scientific method. Small ex-

periments are easier to design, test, and analyze, and can allow the organization to

create a bias for action when it faces a lower threshold needed to deem a change de-

serving of a pilot. However, frequent experiments also helps to sustain the cooperation
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needed in a learning organization as well, as it has the effect of increasing the discount

factor 'y from the analysis, increasing the value of the future by ensuring each party's

belief that the relationship will both continue to exist and provide ample opportu-

nity to demonstrate the nature of the relationship through frequent opportunities for

operational improvement.

e Use more creative policies when the experimental success rate is lower: While a "for-

giveness" or one-period punishment strategy is optimal when the probability of success

is sufficiently high, we found that the BNE reverts to a grim-trigger strategy for lower

p, making cooperation unsustainable in the future. However, we also showed that

introducing a set of strategies for which intermediate belief states tracking historical

results can help sustain cooperation and increase the value of the relational contract

for intermediate probabilities of success. For example, we found that, below the p for

which "forgiveness" strategy is no longer the optimal BNE, a "cooperate on diagonals"

strategy keeping track of up to two successive unfavorable outcomes lost some value

compared to that which would have been achieved by the "forgiveness" strategy, but

created much more value in the relationship that was possible with the grim-trigger

strategy. Indeed, as the number of intermediate states increases, we postulate that ad-

ditional value can be achieved for lower probabilities of success p. Therefore, in cases

for which high-quality experiments capable of sustaining cooperation via "forgiveness"

strategy are not available, we recommend a strategy such as "cooperate on diagonals"

or two-period punishment.
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Chapter 7

Case Study II: Aligning Incentives for

Performance and Learning at Atlantic

Energy

A case study to illustrate the last two steps of the framework

4) Create a culture of
experimentation and learning

3) Align metrics and incentives with
process-improving behavior

2) Update process to reflect drivers of service quality
and cost

1) Determine drivers of service quality by linking process data to
customer feedback

Figure 7-1: Steps 3 and 4 of the thesis framework are covered during Case Study II

In Chapter 4, we demonstrated the way in which the first two steps of the framework were

applied to Atlantic Energy; here, we conclude by summarizing ways in which the concepts

from the last two steps may be applied to the operations as well. We will walk through the

implications of the analysis done in Chapters 5 and 6, and then consider potential solutions

to address these concerns. Here, we start by analyzing the current state of the organization
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through the lens of the game and decision theory analysis in the previous two chapters.

7.1 Analysis of the Current State

7.1.1 Formal metrics and incentives in the Atlantic Energy cus-

tomer care center

As described before, the account initiation process of interest in this case study is performed

by the customer care center, a call center located at one of Atlantic's sites; although some

calls are handled by a third party contractor, we consider the operations of the internal call

center due to faster path to implementation it allows, with some comparisons added to the

third party contractor as well.

Currently, the customer service agents at the call center are judged by two primary

metrics: their average handle time (AHT) and their quality assurance score based off of the

judging of four phone calls per month. Employees have a time target for which any AHT

under the target will earn the employee a score of 4 out of 4 points possible on the quality

monitoring evaluation; meeting a less stringent time goal earns the employee a score of 2

out of 4. Similarly, the quality assurance score is based on the scoring of four phone calls

each month; scoring is based on a number of pre-defined characteristics, such as whether the

employee used the customer's name, provided the correct information, avoided silence, and

showed many other behaviors as well. The employee then receives a score of 2, 3, or 4 out

of 4 based on their average score on all four phone calls (2 is the minimum score given in

this case). The employee then receives a monthly bonus of up to 10% of salary based on the

scores for these two metrics. In addition, there is a small additional bonus of approximately

2% of salary linked to a site-wide goal for first contact resolution as well.

On the surface, this scoring system attempts to cover the two main factors affecting

output considered in Chapter 5: time and quality. The current system of metrics does

provide control over these factors, and certainly helps to provide accountability for quality

into the system and controls the time spent on each call to allow efficient operations and

reasonable staffing forecasting. For these reasons, there are many qualities to like in Atlantic's
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current system. However, the results from our previous analysis reveal some potential issues

that misalign employee behavior with firm output.

First, the metric uses an AHT cut-off goal, which has been shown to lead to grouping of

times around the goal and a potential reduction in time spent on each call from the optimal.

Indeed, this prediction has been confirmed by interviews and observations in the call center.

Some employees expressed a frustration with the AHT metrics, claiming that they are very

short for new employees; because of the high turnover rates common in call centers- and

service operations in general- many employees fall into this category. Furthermore, many

employees surveyed stated that they spend less time than is optimal on many calls as a

result. During observations in the call center, we witnessed firsthand multiple calls in which

the agent finished a call prematurely or abruptly passed it on to another party without

warning when the problem was taking too long, leading employees to self-select calls that

benefit their performance metrics and deflect or underserve those that don't.

Exasperating this problem is the potential lack of strict quality monitoring present. Be-

cause a large portion of the bonus is based on subjective quality monitoring, managers have

been found to often show leniency in the judging of calls out of concern that judging an em-

ployee poorly on one bad call will hurt the employee's pay for the month, particularly when

only four calls are judged. Combined with the QA scoring scale that stops at a minimum

score of 2 out of 4, this has the effect of creating the nonlinear payoff on quality described in

detail in Chapter 5, where our analysis predicted that leniency in scoring and deviation from

a reward structure that is linear with respect to performance leads to suboptimal results, in

which employees reduce AHT further and place more emphasis on time.

One overarching challenge is the expectations of management and employees regarding

bonus structures. Employees, as a rule, do not like variance in take home pay, and as a

result, the bonuses may even out over time near the maximum payment. This can lead to

problems with quality assurance leniency; soon, the most important metric will informally

become time, leading to the issues described above. While many employees at Atlantic

Energy genuinely desire to serve the customer, and do so every day, the incentive structure

still provides a pressure for low AHT, and as a result, quality assurance scores tend to be

much higher than one would predict given first contact resolution rates or measurements of
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rework and errors as seen by the investigation.

7.1.2 Experimentation at Atlantic Energy

While the performance metrics in place at Atlantic provide controls over performance at

both the front-line employee and manager level, they are not currently very forgiving to

experimentation and the possibility of failure. Atlantic has a very talented process excellence

team that is quite skilled in analyzing operations, identifying problems, and coming up

with potential fixes. However, operational improvement could be even more effective in an

environment that allows pilots and operational changes to be executed more frequently and

more quickly.

At the manager-employee level, employees have the performance metrics described previ-

ously to contend with, such as AHT and quality monitoring. Although pilots may introduce

new changes that can improve firm performance, there are currently no incentives tied to

long term performance improvements, and there is the risk of losing performance and bonus

pay in the short run if the experiments do not work as planned. Using the concepts from

analyzing relational contracts, the reward of cooperation over the status quo C - P is small,

making sustained cooperation difficult to initiate. Rather than solving issues of credibility

associated with subjective performance evaluation during rapid iterations, there appears to

be no shared understanding of expectations associated with constantly trying out new ideas,

described before as issues of clarity.

While the manager-employee relationship can benefit from being more explicit, even if

subjective, experimentation ultimately can be held back by the relational contract at the

management level. Senior managers have defined strict KPIs for customer service and cost

competitiveness that impact discretionary bonuses for managers and tend to be unforgiving

of failed experiments. While the potential reward for cooperation is improvements along all

of the KPIs in the long run, such benefit needs to be sold to many stakeholders to agree on

a pilot or experimental change to a process, which is difficult to achieve in practice. Because

the KPIs tend to be based more on goals rather than absolute performance, the payoffs

tend to be concave, falling off in times of failure but leveling off if future improvement is

made. This will tend to make employees risk averse when facing decisions of experimentation,
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lowering the perceived value of experimentation (C - P); when combined with few or no

implicit promises of second chances when experiments do occasionally fail, a bias for inaction

can result.

7.2 Defining Countermeasures for Performance Improve-

ment

7.2.1 Aligning performance goals with optimal output and im-

provement

To counteract some of the issues described for the current state, several countermeasures can

be implemented. First, increased emphasis should be placed on quality by implementing a

stricter set of guidelines for quality measurement. At the time of this thesis writing, Atlantic

was considering doubling the monthly number of quality monitoring calls to eight; this will

provide a large step toward creating more granularity in the quality measurement system.

This granularity should be used to judge performance on a stricter scale, providing a linear

bonus reward based on the agent's performance for the month, with more weight for each

call placed on the outcome of the call rather than a predefined list of actions that may not

represent the customer's definition of quality. Because the analysis in Chapter 2 showed

that customers primarily care about having their call answered correctly, this should be the

primary component of the quality score for each call.

The linear payoff (e.g. 2 good calls out of 8 yields 25% of the available points), larger

emphasis on call result, and stricter approach to grading will more effectively align employee

behavior with quality; however, it will necessarily provide more variance into monthly bonus

pay, which risk averse employees will not prefer. While we feel this is a necessary change to

make the current bonus structure more effective, we offer one potential tradeoff to deal with

the current cultural expectation placed on bonus pay. While the quality monitoring will have

the new characteristics described, one potential solution is to base the monthly bonus over

a series of multiple months, using more of a Bayesian approach to determining performance

rather than a pure frequentist, allowing management to account for past performance in
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judging between poor performance and bad luck for one month. A multi-month weighted

average, potentially weighted to bias towards more recent results, can potentially smooth

out the variation in pay month-to-month and reward employee performance improvement at

the same time, allowing for the stricter, more meaningful approach to quality monitoring to

happen.

Next, the two-bracket approach to time-based goals is a good start toward avoiding the

negative effects of AHT cutoffs seen in the previous analysis. To continue this idea, one

potential solution is to incorporate more time ranges, such as four or eight, that provide

more granularity into the time-based measurements. This can have two potential effects:

first, it avoids the drop-off effect in payout that forces employees to keep times lower than

is optimal by softening the impact when missing a goal; if employees become used to falling

within a range of scores that increment a fraction of a point at a time, then, coupled with

the stricter quality monitoring, the tradeoff between losing a fraction of a point for a small

increase in AHT to meet the quality measurements can happen, with the incentive to keep

calls as short as possible still in effect. At the same time, having many goals rather than one

goal can allow for scores to increase when exceeding the current AHT goals; that is, there is

incentive to innovate and perform beyond one firm-wide goal cutoff. While this effect must

certainly be capped to avoid extremely short calls (as predicted by the previous analysis),

this cutoff need not be at the traditional single cutoff, lessening the importance of picking

the correct institute-wide AHT.

The center-wide first contact resolution incentive is a good metric, and perhaps should be

emphasized more in the future. Without explanation of the goal, agents may be frustrated

by the metric as they may not feel they have individual control over it, due to its reliance

on center-wide performance. However, if the link between employee effort and innovation-

particularly knowledge sharing- is emphasized, this metric has the potential to incentivize

quality-producing behavior. Increased visibility and emphasis on the metric, including fram-

ing each improvement effort as a way to improve the metric, can help on this front.

Finally, one overarching idea from this analysis is the benefit of a performance bonus

when it can be thought of as a continuous scale than a single target. When goals are set

as cutoffs, they incentivize behavior to hit the targets, limit incentives to improve on the
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targets, and cause employees to expect the target rewards at the potential expense of the

effectiveness of the performance measurement system. Changing the understanding of the

incentive bonus system is very difficult, as employees care deeply about the issue and any cap

set on the bonus pay will provide an implicit target that the system will gravitate toward.

However, woven through this discussion is one important recommendation that requires

attention: increasing the granularity of the performance metrics and resulting rewards, and

allowing them to extend to both sides of targets, can provide much more powerful incentive

structures when influencing employee behavior.

7.2.2 Increasing the value of experimentation and cooperation in

organizational learning

As stated before, creating a culture of experimentation and learning requires relational con-

tracts and shared understandings that reward cooperation in maintaining such a culture.

While the cutoff-based performance goals keep the reward of cooperation (C - P) low and

create the fear of more difficult goals as performance improves, explicitly adding incentives

for improvement into the system can help.

At the manager-employee level, employees must simultaneously see that they will gain

from innovation and understand that they will not be punished when experiments fail.

Changing the performance metrics from cutoff goals to a continuous scale helps this ob-

jective by providing a benefit to employees when the experiments succeed and performance

improves. At the same time, an understanding that bonuses will not be decreased if the

experiments fail- and that participation in experiments will subjectively be taken into ac-

count, can help form the relational contract as well. However, as seen in Chapter 6, reneging-

whether perceived or real- will almost certainly kill the culture of experimentation and result

in a reversion to the status quo. Therefore, management must credibly commitment to these

promises, but should implement the concept of the "forgiveness" strategy from before as well.

Apparent breakdowns must result in at least a temporary hiatus from experimentation- and

a delayed opportunity to gain from the payoff C - P- to prevent undetected defection in face

of the agency problem and private information involved in such a relationship. However,
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opening up the possibility for future pilots and experiments can help the organization to

implement the studies it needs over time to iterate on the changes suggested by the first

three steps of the framework and achieve improvement.

Finally, these concepts must be applied at the management level as well. Performance

goals that provide concave- or even flat- rewards rather than more linear ones can help

provide the incentive to risk experiments in the short run to gain in the long run. Implicit

agreements on pilots are even more important at this level as well; the concepts of one- or

two-period punishment from Chapter 6 can be especially helpful in this case, as managers

who implement poor or unsuccessful experiments should not immediately receive approval

to continue without oversight, but continued experimentation will be necessary to eventually

find the solutions that will lead to long term performance.

With both of these relational contracts, the ideas presented from theory still hold true:

although the responsibilities and rewards associated with the relationships will necessarily

be subjective, they still must be explicit, credible, and clear. Rewards must be tied to inno-

vation and improvement to provide the incentive for cooperation, and breakdowns must be

addressed to lower the temptation of the wrong effort, but forgiven to allow the relationship

to continue. With a few steps in this direction, the organization may be able to implement

experiments more easily and achieve the iterations needed for this framework to ultimately

find the best solutions.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Retracing the Thesis Framework

As organizations increasingly compete with service quality, the need to align an organiza-

tion with the factors that drive customer satisfaction increases as well. Companies have

long implemented customer feedback and satisfaction surveys into their service operations,

and with the advent of increasingly powerful statistical tools and the advent of big data

analytics, the pursuit of such feedback has only accelerated. However, such an effort that

is only built on feedback averaged over many customers may not offer the whole picture.

An improved system tracks the actual drivers of service quality on a customer-by-customer

basis, uses proper statistical tools to interpret such drivers, applies best practices from man-

agerial science in addressing such drivers, and considers incentives and relationships when

designing organizational mechanisms to create the desired system of high-performing service

operations.

This thesis has addressed this need through its four-piece framework. With the first

step, we have addressed the proper way to obtain and interpret feedback on service op-

erations from all relevant stakeholders, including employees and customers, and we have

demonstrated some of the statistical tools that reveal the key drivers of service quality in a

particular organization. In the second step, we have explored some of the best practices in

management science to improve the organization's service operations by adjusting processes

to put the customer service representatives and managers of the organization in the best
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position to successfully serve the customer; this was accomplished through concepts from

lean manufacturing, systems thinking, and organizational learning. In doing so, we further

addressed the true nature of many strategic trade-offs in service operations, such as that

between quality of services and cost of services, and explored how proper insight into the

relationship between the two can help a manager to choose a more optimal position between

the two.

In the third step of the framework, we have built on the changed process by recognizing

that process by itself is insufficient for superior service performance when people- rather

than process- ultimately deliver quality service. Through the use of relational contracts

and incentive mechanisms, we have considered the ways in which the agents of a service

organization can be better aligned with behavior that most benefits the organization, rather

than simply focusing on simple proxies for cost performance. Finally, we have considered

the role of organizational learning in improving service operations, and have investigated

the ways in which the stakeholders of an organization can be aligned with behavior that

facilitates learning.

8.2 Key Lessons

Throughout all of this, we have seen that a simplistic view of service quality is insufficient;

rather, a systems-level view that encompasses all stakeholders and all facets of service delivery

is needed. An organization must not simply collect feedback on service operations, but

analyze and interpret it correctly in the context of feedback from all stakeholders, and

once conclusions have been drawn from such an analysis, a company must act on it by

changing processes and systems to change the customer pain points identified by such an

analysis. However, we have also shown that changing the process is not enough; although

the process places employees in a position to succeed, the service is ultimately delivered by

the people rather than the process and, without a proper alignment between the people in

the organization and the goals of the operation, the process by itself will be insufficient.

Throughout this thesis, we have provided as an example the application of the thesis

framework to Atlantic Energy. While the case study at Atlantic has aided in the description
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of the thesis framework by way of concrete example, it has revealed several key takeaways

as well. The case study has shown the effectiveness of the feedback analysis techniques from

Chapter 3, in which the analysis strongly pointed to key service quality drivers that agreed

with employee feedback. It has also shown how concepts from operations management can

be concretely applied to allow an organization to not just measure, but act on customer

feedback. However, it has also shown the importance of the systems-level view this thesis

advocates, and the importance of fine-tuning an organization's service operations through

incentive mechanisms, relational contracts, and proper principal-agent alignment, and the

difficulty in achieving the potential benefits of service quality improvement efforts without

successfully addressing these issues. Ultimately, such properly designed mechanisms that

incentivize behavior that actually benefits the organization through customer service and

organizational learning, in addition to proper measurement and analysis of the factors that

actually drive service performance, can enable the competitive advantage in service quality

that many organizations seek.

8.3 Generalization and Further Application

Although this thesis has used service operations in the call center of a power utility as an ex-

ample, the framework presented here can be applied to service operations in a broader sense

as well; one primary example is in the airline industry. Although the competitive economics

of the industry has long forced an intensive effort at cost reduction and rapid turnarounds

in service, industry players have long been scrutinized from a service quality standpoint as

well[23], creating the tension that has been addressed throughout this thesis. From reserva-

tions to check-in, baggage handling, boarding, and in-flight experience, customers interact

with many facets of the organization and demand a high level of service while retaining the

ability to easily shop around for tickets each flight as well. Aligning so many parts of an

organization with all of the employees involved in delivering service cannot be accomplished

through a simplistic view of service operations. Determining what is actually important

to a customer and what trade-offs between customer desires and operational economics are

actually at play requires the types of analysis described in this thesis; addressing all parts of
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the organization to design the proper incentive mechanisms in which the employees operate

does as well. In the future, we would be very interested in applying these concepts to such a

complex organization in testing its ability to address address this challenge as, building on

this thesis, we would argue that the multi-faceted, system-level view incorporating correct

feedback analysis and principal-agent alignment issues at the employee level is a superior

way to address such an organization.

The areas for potential application extend further, however. We propose that almost any

organization that involves the use of people to deliver quality service operations to customers

under the tension of competing goals- such as time and cost- can benefit from the concepts

of this thesis. While the customer support functions of other companies may be most closely

related to Atlantic's operations, companies in hospitality, financial services, retail, education,

and even professional services may benefit as well.

8.4 Closing

While this thesis does not offer the complete roadmap to solving every service operations

problem, it aims to expand the view of operational managers to include principal-agent

and relational contracts issues, and it aims to demonstrate ways in which to use data more

effectively. With an expanding view of service operations management, organizations may

move beyond the measurement of customer feedback and beginning steps of operational

improvement to a sustainable shift in organizational behavior that accomplishes what all

such efforts aim to do: improve service quality for the customers that ultimately give the

organization a need for its operations.
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